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Our roots lie in Stuttgart, where Dipl.-Ing. Gustav Rommelsbacher 
started his business in the year 1928 with the design and production 
of loudspeaker systems. He was an inventive genius with innovative 
ideas and the good instinct for the trends and needs of his time.

After World War II, Dinkelsbuehl became his new home. He started his 
production in a garage, with all materials he could get hold of, and 
made electric appliances which were urgently needed. Radiators,  
electric irons and mobile hotplates were manufactured under the 
brand name robusta and soon they were delivered to several countries.

The first brick-built factory was designed and expanded in the years 
that followed. His son, his daughter and his son-in-law joined the 
team and robusta became ROMMELSBACHER. In a spirit of great  
commitment, with high quality appliances and the strengths of a  
family-owned company, they developed a brand which is well-known 
for its first class products.
 
In 1991, the third generation entered the business and in 1995,  
ROMMELSBACHER moved premises to a larger block of buildings which 
formed the perfect basis for further growth. 

Modernization and expansion started in 2014, making the Dinkelsbuehl 
premises fit for the future, since the fourth generation is already  
waiting in the wings. 

OVER 90 YEARS OF TRADITION, A SOURCE OF TRUE PRIDE!

Gustav Rommelsbacher Susanne and Wilfried Bauer Sigrid Klenk
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90 JAHRE TRADITION, AUF DIE WIR STOLZ SIND!

Im Jahr 1991 startete die dritte Generation und 1995 er-
folgte der Umzug in einen deutlich größeren Gebäudekom-
plex, das Unternehmen hatte damit die perfekte Basis für 
weiteres Wachstum geschaffen.

Mit der Modernisierung und Erweiterung im Jahr 2014 wurde 
der Standort in Dinkelsbühl für die Zukunft ausgerichtet - für 
die vierte Generation, die bereits in den Startlöchern steht.

90 Mitarbeiter/innen, mit zusammen über 1.000 Jahren bei 
ROMMELSBACHER, entwickeln, konstruieren und produzie-
ren Qualitätsprodukte Made in Germany, getreu unserem 
Motto mit ‚Freude am Kochen‘.
Wir	 reagieren	 fl	exibel	 auf	 Ihre	 Anforderungen	 und	 bieten	
auch maßgeschneiderte Lösungen, die nicht nur funktionell 
und ästhetisch, sondern auch wirtschaftlich überzeugen.

Wir sind stolz auf 90 Jahre, auf unser engagiertes Team, auf 
unser Familienunternehmen und auf unser tolles Sortiment, 
das wir Ihnen in diesem Katalog vorstellen.

Unsere Wurzeln liegen in Stuttgart, hier hat Dipl.-Ing. Gustav 
Rommelsbacher 1928 mit der Entwicklung und Produktion von 
Lautsprecheranlagen sein Unternehmen gestartet. Er war ein 
echter Erfindergeist mit innovativen Ideen und dem richtigen 
Gespür für die damaligen Trends und Bedürfnisse.

Nach dem zweiten Weltkrieg wurde Dinkelsbühl seine neue 
Heimat. In einer Garage startete er mit allem Material, das er 
bekommen konnte, die Fertigung von elektrischen Geräten, die 
damals dringend gebraucht wurden. Heizstrahler, Bügeleisen 
und mobile Kochplatten wurden unter der Marke robusta gefer-
tigt und bald schon in viele Länder geliefert.

Das erste eigene Gebäude aus Backsteinen wurde erstellt und 
in den Folgejahren um weitere Räumlichkeiten erweitert. Sohn, 
Tochter und Schwiegersohn verstärkten das Team, aus robusta 
wurde ROMMELSBACHER und mit sehr viel Engagement, hoch-
wertigen Produkten und den Stärken eines Familienunternehmens 
entwickelte sich eine Marke, die heute weltweit für erstklassige 
Qualitätsprodukte bekannt ist.
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QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY
90 employees with more than 1,000 years of cumulated ROMMELSBACHER know-how develop, 
design and manufacture high-quality appliances which are Made in Germany and provide  
‘Pure Cooking Pleasure’ true to our company’s motto.  
 
We can react flexibly on your requirements and offer tailor-made solutions, which convince  
not only thanks to functional and aesthetic qualities but also for economic reasons. 

We take pride in our over 90-year history, our committed team, our family-owned company and  
our brilliant range of products, which is presented in this catalogue and well worth a browse.
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COFFEE, TEA & CO
Spice & coffee grinder, Coffee mills, Espresso makers,  
Espresso machines, Coffee/Espresso centre,  
Milk frother and Tea makers

EATING & LIVING HEALTHILY
Spiral slicer, Oilpress, Steamer, Ice cream maker and  
Yogurt makers

MIXING & JUICING
Citrus juicers, Table blenders, High-performance blenders,  
Juicers, Steam juicer and Juice extraction top

PRESERVING
Automatic preserving cookers, Vacuum sealers, accessories 
for Vacuum sealers and Dehydrators

262666

GRILLS, RACLETTES & CO
Raclette grills, Fondue set, Grills and Sandwich makers

COOKING & BAKING
Breadmaker, Multi pressure cooker, Waffle makers, Egg boilers, 
Cooking plates, Travel hot plates, Built-in hobs,  
Pizza/bread baking stone set, Mini ovens and Mini kitcheners
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Built-in hobs .........................19 – 20
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GRILLS, RACLETTES & CO 
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Grills .....................................29 – 32
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Spiral slicer ....................................34
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HEATING UP & KEEPING WARM 
Warming trays .......................59 – 60
Hot beverage dispensers ................60
Immersion heaters .........................61
Baby´s changing-table radiator ......61

KITCHEN AIDS
Multi choppers ..............................62
Food designer ...............................63
Electric knives  ..............................64
Multi grater  ..................................65
Tin opener .....................................65
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KITCHEN AIDS
Multi choppers, Food designer, Electric knifes, Multi grater and Tin opener

HEATING UP & KEEPING WARM
Warming trays, Hot beverage dispensers, Immersion heaters and  
Baby´s changing-table radiator

Your path to our digital catalogue.
Just scan the QR code.
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 BREADMAKER 
 BA 550
Freshly baked – individually and at any time

• high-quality, stainless steel housing
• large and backlit LCD-display
• automatic ingredients container for nuts/fruits
• 13 programmes for versatile gourmet taste
 - 6 programmes for baking bread
 - 1 special programme for gluten-free bread
 - 2 programmes for baking cakes
 - 1 programme each for stirring resp. kneading dough
 - 1 programme for making jam
 - 1 freely-programmable operation for individual baking of bread
• selection of 2 bread sizes (700 / 900 gr) 
• browning degree settable in 3 steps (light / medium / dark)
• separate button for manual baking, 13 hours start time pre-selection
• automatic keep-warm function 60 minutes, viewing window
• removable baking pan, 2 l with removable kneader and  

high-quality 3-layer non-stick coating

Including: 
• measuring cup, measuring spoon, hook for kneader removal

Versatile – decide by yourself on ingredients and baking times. 
Healthy – free from additives and preservatives, also for gluten-free recipes. 

Ingredients box: automatically 
and just in time 

Type: BA 550

Product video

Colour: stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 550 W
Dimensions 22.5 x 29 x 29.5 cm
EAN 4001797 900012
PU 1

COOKING & BAKING
Breadmaker .................................................................... 6
Multi pressure cooker.................................................... 7
Waffle makers ................................................................. 8
Egg boilers ...................................................................... 9
Cooking plates .......................................................9 – 18
Travel hot plates........................................................... 18
Built-in hobs .........................................................19 – 20
Pizza/bread baking stone set ....................................... 20
Mini ovens .............................................................21 – 24
Mini kitcheners .....................................................24 – 25
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 MULTI PRESSURE COOKER
 MD 1000
Easy and gentle preparation of vegetables,  
meat, one-pots, soups, yoghurt & more 

• high quality Cool Touch plastic casing
• 14 automatic cooking programmes, manual cooking
• temperature range settable from 40 °C to 170 °C 
• pressure cooking function with 2 pressure levels
• well-arranged LED-display
• separate cooking function with manual control 
• start time pre-selection up to 24 hours, keep warm function
• large, removable cooking pot (6 litres) with superior non-stick coating  

and 4 litres usable volume 
• separate button for a safe steam pressure blow-off
• 12-times safety system for maximum protection
• dismountable for easy cleaning, removable power cord 

Including:
• additional gasket ring 
• steam insert
• rack
• 2 server spoons

PRESSURE COOKING STEWING BAKING ROASTINGCOOKINGSLOW-COOKING STEAMINGYOGURT SOUS VIDE

Type: MD 1000

Product video

Colour: white/black
Power: 230 V · 1000 W
Dimensions 29.5 x 32 x 31.5 cm
EAN 4001797 803009
PU 1

Also for sous vide cooking.

MeinHans is more than a common multicooker, because he unites a number 
of kitchen appliances all in one, which is unprecedented so far. Every 
challenge he masters quickly and with power and great precision. 

Breadmaker

Pressure Cooker

Rice Cooker

Cooking Pot

Steamer

Slow Cooker Sous vide cooker 

Yogurt maker

Frying pan

My all-rounder

7

issue 12.2019

issue 12.2018
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 WAFFLE MAKER 
 WA 1000/E SwingLine
The best waffles – delicious, crispy and super easy

• elegant casing made of brushed stainless steel: chic, superior and easy to clean
• baking surface: 18 cm Ø, for 5 waffle-hearts
• baking plates with excellent non-stick coating, thus very easy to clean
• infinitely variable temperature regulation for individual browning
• well-arranged baking lights with 2 pilot lamps
• heat-insulated handle
• integrated cord take-up
• space-saving upright storage

Preparing tasty waffl e variations in a blink: whether sweet for children’s parties and 
the coffee table or as a savoury variant to pep the game night.

issue 1.2011

Type: WA 1000/E
Colour: stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 1000 W
Dimensions 25 x 25.5 x 9 cm
EAN 4001797 830005
PU 4
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 WAFFLE MAKERS 
 WA 1200 Family  •  WA 750
Fluffy, soft & spongy – best baking results guaranteed

• casing made of high-quality, easy-care synthetic material, heat-insulated
• superior 2-layer non-stick coating Xylan® Plus, for best baking results and a very 

easy cleaning
• stepless temperature regulation, allowing for an individual degree of browning
• convenient baking lights with 2 pilot lamps
• flexible hinge for height adjustment
• heat-insulated handle, overheating protection

WA 750
• 1 baking area: 16.5 cm Ø, for 5 waffle hearts

WA 1200
• 2 baking areas: 16 cm Ø, for 5 waffle hearts each

Type: WA 750 WA 1200
Colour: silver silver
Power: 230 V · 750 W 230 V · 1200 W
Dimensions 19.5 x 25.5 x 8.5 cm 34 x 25 x 8.5 cm
EAN 4001797 831002 4001797 831101
PU 6 4

WA 1200

WA 750

issue 5.2015

issue 5.2015
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 EGG BOILERS  
 ER 400  •  ER 405/R
From soft to hard – prepare up to 7 eggs to perfection in no time

• attractive casing with easy-care stainless steel
• separate on-off switch with LED pilot lamp
• adjustable hardness with electronic cooking time supervision
• low-maintenance, stainless steel heating bowl
• removable insert for 1 – 7 eggs
• signal tone when ready
• boil dry protection
• removable, clear cover
• integrated cord take-up

Including:
• measuring cup with egg piercer

The simple operating concept ensures perfectly cooked eggs.

issue 4.2014

issue 3.2012

ER 400

ER 405/R Type: ER 400 ER 405/R

Product video

Colour: stainless steel/black metallic red/black
Power: 230 V · 400 W 230 V · 400 W
Dimensions 20.5 x 17.5 x 13.5 cm 20.5 x 17.5 x 13.5 cm
EAN 4001797 859006 4001797 859105
PU 4 4

 SINGLE COOKING PLATE 
 CT 2100/IN Induction
Superior induction technology as a perfect supplement for each home 

• super-flat, modern slim-design
• suitable for all kinds of pots/pans with ferromagnetic bottom
• premium induction technology, LED-display
• frameless all-over glass-ceramic cooktop, very easy to clean
• 1 cooking zone: 120 – 230 mm Ø, suitable for pots up to 260 mm Ø
• electronic regulation via touch control sensors
• 12 power levels to be selected
• extra power-boost function for additional power
• 2 keep-warm levels, 60 °C and 80 °C
• 180-minute timer with signal tone, automatic switch-off
• lock button against accidental use
• automatic pot recognition, residual heat indicator, pilot lamp

Type: CT 2100/IN
Colour: black/stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 2100 W
Dimensions 31 x 38 x 4.5 cm
EAN 4001797 676009
PU 4

save time
and energy
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 SINGLE AND DOUBLE  
 COOKING PLATE  
 CT 2020/IN  •  CT 3420/IN Induction
Cooking with modern and high-quality induction technology

• suitable for all kinds of pots/pans with ferromagnetic bottom
• premium induction technology, LED-display
• super flat, modern Slim-Design, only 4.3 cm in height 
• frameless, all-over glass ceramic cooking surface – very easy to clean
• modern slider touch control
• 10 power levels for a sensitive setting
• 10 temperature selection from 60 °C to 240 °C
• maximum safety: child lock against unintended operation
• 180-minute timer with signal tone, switch-off function
• pot recognition, residual heat indicator, pilot lamp

CT 2020/IN Induction
• 1 cooking zone: 120 – 260 mm Ø, suitable for pots up to 260 mm Ø

CT 3420/IN Induction
• 2 cooking zones: 120 – 260 mm Ø, 1400/2000 W,  

suitable for pots up to 260 mm Ø
• separate regulation of the cooking zones

 SINGLE AND DOUBLE  
 COOKING PLATE  
 CT 2010/IN  •  CT 3410/IN Induction
Modern cooking – quick and efficient cooking with induction

• suitable for all kinds of pots/pans with ferromagnetic bottom
• premium induction technology, LED-display
• frameless, all-over glass ceramic cooking surface – very easy to clean
• electronic regulation via touch control sensors
• 10 power levels for a sensitive setting
• 10 temperature selection from 60 °C to 240 °C
• 180-minute timer with signal tone, automatic switch-off
• automatic pot recognition, residual heat indicator, pilot lamp

CT 2010/IN Induction
• 1 cooking zone: 120 – 230 mm Ø, suitable for pots up to 230 mm Ø

CT 3410/IN Induction
• 2 cooking zones: 120 – 230 mm Ø, 1400/2000 W,  

suitable for pots up to 230 mm Ø
• separate regulation of the cooking zones

Type: CT 2020/IN CT 3420/IN
Colour: black/silver black/silver
Power: 230 V · 2000 W 230 V · 3400 W
Dimensions 29.5 x 35.5 x 4 cm 56 x 36 x 4.3 cm
EAN 4001797 674005 4001797 675002
PU 4 2

Type: CT 2010/IN CT 3410/IN
Colour: black/silver black/silver
Power: 230 V · 2000 W 230 V · 3400 W
Dimensions 30 x 38 x 6 cm 60 x 36 x 7.3 cm
EAN 4001797 672001 4001797 673008
PU 4 2

CT 2010/IN

CT 2020/IN

CT 3410/IN

CT 3420/IN

modern
cooking
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Type: CT 2005/IN CT 3405/IN
Colour: black/silver black/silver
Power: 230 V · 2000 W 230 V · 3400 W
Dimensions 30 x 38 x 6.8 cm 60 x 36 x 7.3 cm
EAN 4001797 672100 4001797 673107
PU 4 2

 SINGLE AND DOUBLE  
 COOKING PLATE  
 CT 2005/IN  •  CT 3405/IN Induction
Instantly ready for use – no pre-heating!

• suitable for all kinds of pots/pans with ferromagnetic bottom
• premium induction technology, LED-display
• frameless glass ceramic cooking surface, with separating strip between  

control panel and cooking zone 
• electronic regulation via touch control sensors
• 10 power levels for a sensitive setting
• 10 temperature levels from 60 °C to 240 °C
• 180-minute timer with signal tone, switch-off function
• pot recognition, residual heat indicator, pilot lamp

CT 2005/IN Induction
• 1 cooking zone: 120 – 230 mm Ø, suitable for pots up to 230 mm Ø

CT 3405/IN Induction
• 2 cooking zones: 120 – 230 mm Ø, 1400/2000 W,  

suitable for pots up to 230 mm Ø
• separate regulation of the cooking zones

 CERAN® SINGLE  
 COOKING PLATE 
 CT 2215/IN Induction
Very safe, energy-saving, with high ease of use –  
top technology of German make

• shapely Softline design
• suitable for all kinds of pots/pans with ferromagnetic bottom
• premium induction technology, LED-display
• genuine Schott Ceran® cooking surface: robust and easy to clean
• 1 cooking zone: 100 – 200 mm Ø, suitable for pots up to 260 mm Ø
• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• well-arranged, separate LED-displays for time/temperature/power
• electronic regulation via touch control sensors
• 99-minute timer with signal tone, automatic switch-off
• precise temperature selection in 21 levels from 60 °C to 260 °C
• power selection in 9 levels
• extra power boost function for additional power
• integrated safety functions, indicators for residual heat, standby and operation
• automatic pot recognition, residual heat indicator, pilot lamp

Type: CT 2215/IN
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 2100 W
Dimensions 30.5 x 41 x 6.5 cm
EAN 4001797 195302
PU 3

No hot surfaces – 
cooking without heat loss. 

CT 2005/IN

CT 3405/IN

since 

1928
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 CERAN® SINGLE  
 COOKING PLATE 
 CT 1800/E Switch 

 CT 2200/E Switch
Perfect design, noble materials and advanced technology  
“Made in Germany”

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• shapely Softline design
• genuine Schott Ceran® cooking surface – durable and easy to clean
• energy-saving, effective HiLight® technology
• short heating-up time, excellent efficiency
• ergonomically shaped rotary knob
• infinitely variable energy regulation, automatic cooking system
• residual heat indicator, pilot lamp, overheating protection

CT 1800/E
• cooking zone: 1-circuit heating element 180 mm Ø, 1800 W

CT 2200/E
• cooking zones: 2-circuit heating element 140/210 mm Ø, 1000/2200 W,  

thus extra large heating zone to be set in addition

 CERAN® DOUBLE  
 COOKING PLATE 
 CT 3400/E Switch
Technology and elegance “Made in Germany”

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• shapely Softline design
• genuine Schott Ceran® cooking surface – durable and easy to clean
• energy-saving, effective HiLight® technology
• short heating-up time, excellent efficiency
• retractable knobs, child-proof and splash-guarded
• infinitely variable energy regulation, automatic cooking system
• residual heat indicator, pilot lamp, overheating protection
• 2 cooking zones: 

- 2-circuit heating element 140/210 mm Ø, 1000/2200 W, 
 thus extra large heating zone to be set in addition 
- 1-circuit heating element 145 mm Ø, 1200 W

since 

1928

since 

1928

CT 2200/E

CT 1800/E

Type: CT 1800/E CT 2200/E
Colour: stainless steel stainless steel 
Power: 230 V · 1800 W 230 V · 2200 W
Dimensions 30.5 x 41 x 7.5 cm 30.5 x 41 x 7.5 cm
EAN 4001797 194008 4001797 195005
PU 3 3

Type: CT 3400/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 3400 W
Dimensions 55 x 32.5 x 6.5 cm
EAN 4001797 196002
PU 2

2- circle

2- circle

12
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 CERAN® SINGLE  
 COOKING PLATE 
 CT 2203/TC Touch Control
A technical highlight in noble design of German make

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• shapely Softline design
• genuine Schott Ceran® cooking surface – durable and easy to clean
• energy-saving, effective HiLight® technology
• short heating-up time, excellent efficiency
• electronic regulation via touch control sensors
• well-arranged LED-display
• power selection in 9 levels
• electronically controlled automatic cooking system
• residual heat indicator, pilot lamp, overheating protection
• child-proof lock
• cooking zone: 2-circuit heating element 140/210 mm Ø, 1000/2200 W, 

thus extra large heating zone to be set in addition

 CERAN® DOUBLE  
 COOKING PLATE 
 CT 3403/TC Touch Control
Double cooking plate “Made in Germany” with unique features

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• shapely Softline design
• genuine Schott Ceran® cooking surface – durable and easy to clean
• energy-saving, effective HiLight® technology
• short heating-up time, excellent efficiency
• electronic regulation via touch control sensors
• well-arranged LED-display
• power selection in 9 levels
• electronically controlled automatic cooking system
• residual heat indicator, pilot lamp, overheating protection
• child-proof lock
• 2 cooking zones: 

- 2-circuit heating element 140/210 mm Ø, 1000/2200 W, 
 thus extra large heating zone to be set in addition 
- 1-circuit heating element 145 mm Ø, 1200 W

since 

1928

since 

1928

Type: CT 2203/TC
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 2200 W
Dimensions 30.5 x 41 x 6.5 cm
EAN 4001797 195104
PU 3

Type: CT 3403/TC
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 3400 W
Dimensions 55 x 30.5 x 6.5 cm
EAN 4001797 196101
PU 2

2- circle

2- circle
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 SINGLE COOKING PLATES 
 THL 1097  •  THL 1597
Attractive single cooking plates with high practical value  
of German make

• white fire-enamelled casing – especially solid and easy to clean
• shapely Softline design
• durable cast iron heating plate
• perfect heat distribution
• infinitely variable temperature regulation, automatic cooking system
• pilot lamp, overheating protection

THL 1097
• heating plate: 145 mm Ø, 1000 W

THL 1597
• heating plate: 180 mm Ø, 1500 W

since 

1928

THL 1597

THL 1097

 CERAN® SINGLE AND  
 DOUBLE COOKING PLATE  
 CT 1810 Vario  •  CT 3010 Vario
White elegance – design and technology “Made in Germany”

• casing made of superior, heat-resistant plastic material
• exclusive design
• genuine Schott Ceran® cooking surface – durable and easy to clean
• energy-saving, effective HiLight® technology
• short heating-up time, excellent efficiency
• ergonomically shaped rotary knob
• infinitely variable temperature regulation, automatic cooking system
• residual heat indicator, pilot lamp, overheating protection

CT 1810
• cooking zone: 180 mm Ø, 1800 W

CT 3010
• 2 cooking zones: 

- 145 mm Ø, 1200 W 
- 180 mm Ø, 1800 W

since 

1928

Can be installed into kitchen worktops. Several appliances can be combined in 
tandem position as multiple cooking 
plate.

Type: THL 1097 THL 1597
Colour: white white
Power: 230 V · 1000 W 230 V · 1500 W
Dimensions 25 x 31 x 7 cm 29 x 35 x 7 cm
EAN 4001797 370006 4001797 371003
PU 5 5

Type: CT 1810 CT 3010
Colour: white white
Power: 230 V · 1800 W 230 V · 3000 W
Dimensions 29.5 x 40 x 8 cm 30 x 60 x 8 cm
EAN 4001797 190208 4001797 191205
PU 3 3

useful and
price-conscious14
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 DOUBLE COOKING PLATES 
 THL 2597 • THL 2597/A • THL 3097/A
Two are better than one – appealing design and ease of  
use produced in Germany

• white fire-enamelled casing, especially solid and easy to clean
• shapely Softline design
• durable cast iron heating plates
• perfect heat distribution
• infinitely variable temperature regulation, automatic cooking system
• pilot lamps, overheating protection

THL 2597
• 2 heating plates: 

- 145 mm Ø, 1000 W 
- 180 mm Ø, 1500 W

THL 2597/A
• as THL 2597, but with practical cover

THL 3097/A
• 2 heating plates: 

- 145 mm Ø, 1500 W express heating plate 
- 180 mm Ø, 1500 W

• with practical cover

since 

1928

THL 2597

THL 2597/A

 SINGLE COOKING PLATES 
 THS 1090  •  THS 1590
Single cooking plates “Made in Germany”

• white fire-enamelled casing, especially solid and easy to clean
• shapely Softline design
• durable cast iron heating plate
• power control via 7-step switch
• pilot lamp

THS 1090
• heating plate: 145 mm Ø, 1000 W

THS 1590
• heating plate: 180 mm Ø, 1500 W
• overheating protection

Each switch position works with a specific power. The unit heats very evenly –  
independent of the pot’s quality. 

since 

1928

THS 1090

THS 1590

Type: THL 2597 THL 2597/A THL 3097/A
Colour: white white white
Power: 230 V · 2500 W 230 V · 2500 W 230 V · 3000 W
Dimensions 51 x 33.5 x 7 cm 51 x 33.5 x 7.5 cm 51 x 33.5 x 8 cm
EAN 4001797 372000 4001797 372017 4001797 373014
PU 3 3 3

Type: THS 1090 THS 1590
Colour: white white
Power: 230 V · 1000 W 230 V · 1500 W
Dimensions 25 x 31.5 x 8 cm 29.5 x 35 x 8 cm
EAN 4001797 161000 4001797 162007
PU 5 5
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 DOUBLE COOKING PLATE 
 THS 2590
Double cooking plate of German make – attractive and reliable

• white fire-enamelled casing, especially solid and easy to clean
• shapely Softline design
• durable cast iron heating plates
• power control via 7-step switches
• pilot lamps, overheating protection
• 2 heating plates: 

- 145 mm Ø, 1000 W 
- 180 mm Ø, 1500 W

Each switch position works with a specific power. The unit heats very evenly –  
independent of the pot’s quality. 

Softline
design

since 

1928

 SINGLE AND DOUBLE  
 COOKING PLATE  
 THS 815  •  THS 2015 with timer
An addition of safety with quality manufactured in Germany

• special models with timer, for more safety in use
• casing fire-enameled in white, especially enduring and easy to care
• shapely Softline design
• durable cast iron heating plate
• pilot lamps, overheating protection

THS 815
• heating plate: 145 mm Ø, 800 W
• with 15-minute timer (for automatic switch-off after set time has elapsed)

THS 2015
• 2 heating plates: 

- 145 mm Ø, 800 W 
- 180 mm Ø, 1200 W

• with two 15-minute timers (for automatic switch-off after set time has elapsed)

since 

1928

THS 815

THS 2015

Type: THS 2590
Colour: white
Power: 230 V · 2500 W
Dimensions 51 x 33.5 x 8 cm
EAN 4001797 163004
PU 5

Type: THS 815 THS 2015
Colour: white white 
Power: 230 V · 800 W 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 25 x 31.5 x 8.5 cm 51 x 33 x 8 cm
EAN 4001797 161017 4001797 163011
PU 5 5

with
timer16
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 SINGLE COOKING PLATE 
 THS 2022/E Gastro
Great, greater, gastronomic – for all who want more

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• shapely Softline design
• durable, extra large and powerful professional cast iron heating plate:  

220 mm Ø, 2000 W
• power control via 7-step switch
• pilot lamp, overheating protection

Ideal for larger pots and pans.

Each switch position works with a specific power. The unit heats very evenly –  
independent of the pot’s quality. 

since 

1928

 AUTOMATIC  
 SINGLE COOKING PLATES 
 AK 1599/E  •  AK 2099/E 
 AK 1580  •  AK 2080
Timeless design and premium technology “Made in Germany”

• 2-shell casing, extra flat and shapely
• durable cast iron heating plate, accurate to temperature
• infinitely variable and automatic temperature regulation
• patented thermostat system, automatic cooking system
• large pilot lamp, overheating protection

AK 1599/E · AK 2099/E
• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• heating plate AK 1599/E: 145 mm Ø, 1500 W express heating plate
• heating plate AK 2099/E: 180 mm Ø, 2000 W express heating plate

AK 1580 · AK 2080
• white fire-enamelled casing – especially solid and easy to clean
• heating plate AK 1580: 145 mm Ø, 1500 W express heating plate
• heating plate AK 2080: 180 mm Ø, 2000 W express heating plate

since 

1928

AK 1599/E

AK 1580

220 mm 0
XXL

Type: THS 2022/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 29 x 35.5 x 8 cm
EAN 4001797 164001
PU 5

Type: AK 1599/E AK 2099/E
Colour: stainless steel stainless steel 
Power: 230 V · 1500 W 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 25 x 28 x 7.5 cm 25 x 28 x 7.5 cm
EAN 4001797 150004 4001797 151001 PU: 5

Type: AK 1580 AK 2080
Colour: white white
Power: 230 V · 1500 W 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 25 x 28 x 7.5 cm 25 x 28 x 7.5 cm
EAN 4001797 154002 4001797 155009 PU: 5

patented
thermostat system
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 AUTOMATIC  
 DOUBLE COOKING PLATES 
 AK 3099/E  •  AK 3080
Unique double cooking plates 
of German make – white or stainless steel

• 2-shell casing, extra flat and shapely
• durable cast iron heating plates, accurate to temperature
• infinitely variable and automatic temperature regulation
• patented thermostat system, automatic cooking system
• large pilot lamps, overheating protection

AK 3099/E
• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• 2 heating plates: 

- 145 mm Ø, 1500 W express heating plate 
- 180 mm Ø, 1500 W

AK 3080
• white fire-enamelled casing – especially solid and easy to clean
• 2 heating plates: 

- 145 mm Ø, 1500 W express heating plate 
- 180 mm Ø, 1500 W

since 

1928

AK 3099/E

 AUTOMATIC  
 TRAVEL HOT PLATES 
 RK 501  •  RK 501/S  •  RK 501/SU
The smallest electrical hot plate “Made in Germany”  
– the ideal companion for every journey

RK 501
• superior casing made of stainless steel and plastic in a handy size
• durable cast iron heating plate: heating zone 80 mm Ø
• infinitely variable temperature regulation
• with automatic cooking system and overheating protection
• non-slip rubber feet for a safe stand
• integrated cord take-up

RK 501/S
• same as RK 501, but as travelling kit matched by 

- a non-stick coated aluminium pot (0.9 l) 
- a practical zip case for a compact storage

RK 501/SU
• same as RK 501/S, but additionally with 

-  115 V/230 V voltage selector switch, perfect for travelling overseas

Small, compact, portable – these handy travel hot plates are easy to stow, therefore 
ready for use at any place in no time.

since 

1928

RK 501/S

RK 501/SU RK 501

Type: AK 3099/E AK 3080
Colour: stainless steel white 
Power: 230 V · 3000 W 230 V · 3000 W
Dimensions 49 x 28 x 7.5 cm 49 x 28 x 7.5 cm
EAN 4001797 152008 4001797 156006
PU 5 5

Type: RK 501 RK 501/S RK 501/SU
Colour: stainless steel/black stainless steel/black stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 500 W 230 V · 500 W 115/230 V · 500 W 
Dimensions 14 x 14 x 7 cm 17.5 x 15.5 x 13.5 cm 17.5 x 15.5 x 13.5 cm
EAN 4001797 132000 4001797 132055 4001797 133007
PU 5 5 5

AK 3080

18
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 DOMINO BUILT-IN HOB 
 EBS 3074/E Basic
Functional and conceived – classic domino built-in hob  
produced in Germany

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• durable cast iron heating plates
• ergonomically shaped rotary knobs
• power control via 7-step switch
• pilot lamps, overheating protection
• 2 heating plates: 

- 145 mm Ø, 1500 W express heating plate 
- 180 mm Ø, 1500 W

• installation dimensions: 270 x 500 x 81 mm
• power cord with safety plug
• complete with installation kit

since 

1928

 DOMINO BUILT-IN HOB 
 EBC 3075/E Ceran®

Stainless steel meets glass – cooking with even more fun,  
quality “Made in Germany”

• superior, easy-care frame made of brushed stainless steel
• genuine Schott Ceran® cooking surface – durable and easy to clean
• energy-saving, effective HiLight® technology with short heating-up time and 

excellent efficiency
• ergonomically shaped rotary knobs
• infinitely variable temperature regulation, automatic cooking system
• residual heat indicators, pilot lamp, overheating protection
• 2 cooking zones: 

- 145 mm Ø, 1200 W 
- 180 mm Ø, 1800 W

• installation dimensions: 270 x 500 x 75 mm
• power cord with safety plug
• complete with installation kit

since 

1928

Type: EBS 3074/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 3000 W
Dimensions 28.8 x 52.5 x 10 cm
EAN 4001797 512000
PU 1

Type: EBC 3075/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 3000 W
Dimensions 28.8 x 52 x 8 cm
EAN 4001797 513007
PU 1

can be
combined
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 DOMINO BUILT-IN HOB 
 EBC 3477/TC TouchControl
Gentle touch – especially elegant and 
easy to use, a quality product of German make

• frameless, all-over cooking surface made of genuine Schott Ceran®, with frontal 
facet cut – attractive, durable and easy to clean

• convenient operation via electronic touch control sensors
• energy-saving, effective HiLight® technology with short heating-up time and 

excellent efficiency
• well-arranged LED-displays for time/temperature/power
• electronic auto-temperature system
• power selection in 9 levels
• 99-minute timer with signal tone
• child-proof lock
• residual heat indicators, overheating protection
• 2 cooking zones: 

- 1-circuit heating element 145 mm Ø, 1200 W 
- 2-circuit heating element 140/210 mm Ø, 1000/2200 W,  
 thus extra large heating zone to be set in addition

• installation dimensions: 270 x 500 x 69 mm
• power cord with safety plug
• complete with installation kit

since 

1928

 PIZZA/BREAD BAKING 
 STONE SET 
 PS 16 Pizza Wonder
Makes each oven be a stone oven

• stone of natural fireclay, food safe
• meets high demands in stability, density, porosity, resistance of heat and  

temperature tolerances

Including:
• big, solid wood tray shovel with flat front edge to easily take up and  

slide in the pastries
• instruction manual with recipes

For bread, pizza, flammkuchen. Also for frozen pizza and other pastries. 
Suits each common oven, also perfectly matching the 
- ROMMELSBACHER Maxi oven BG 1600 PizzAvanti (page 23)
- ROMMELSBACHER Baking oven & Rotisserie grill BG 1650 (page 24)

Type: EBC 3477/TC
Colour: –
Power: 230 V · 3400 W
Dimensions 28.8 x 52 x 7 cm
EAN 4001797 514004
PU 1

Type: PS 16
Colour: –
Power: –
Dimensions 35 x 35 x 1.4 cm
EAN 4001797 264008
PU 1

delicious
and crisp

baking results 20
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 MINI OVEN 
 BG 1055/E
Convenient & quick – the perfect appliance for the small household

• volume: 18 l, for baking tins up to 25 cm Ø
• 4 stainless steel heating elements for quick heating-up
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 80 °C to 230 °C
• 7 heating modes: upper heat, lower heat, upper/lower heat, and each mode optional 

with circulating air for even baking and roasting results,  
separate defrost level

• 60-minute timer with continuous setting and signal tone
• illuminated oven chamber with non-stick coating for easy cleaning
• double-glazed oven door with door gasket, simple dismounting for easy cleaning
• 3 insertion levels, pilot lamp, overheating protection

Including:
• enamelled roasting/baking tray with separate handle
• chromed grill grid
• removable crumb tray

High energy efficiency due to a compact oven chamber and a double-glazed oven 
door with door gasket.

BG 1055/E

lower heat upper / lower 
heat

upper / lower heat 
with circulating airupper heat upper heat with 

circulating air
lower heat with 
circulating airdefrost level

 MINI OVEN 
 BG 950 Speedy
Small but great! Ideal for the small household, perfect for a quick snack

• volume: 10 l, for baking tins up to 20 cm Ø
• 2 protected quartz heating elements for quick heating-up
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 80 °C to 230 °C
• type of heating: upper/lower heat
• 30-minute timer with continuous setting and signal tone
• oven chamber with non-stick coating for easy cleaning
• double-glazed oven door with door gasket, simple dismounting for easy cleaning
• 2 insertion levels, pilot lamp, overheating protection

Including:
• roasting/baking tray
• chromed grill grid
• hinged crumb tray

Energy-saving due to a small oven chamber and a double-glazed oven door  
with door gasket.

upper / lower 
heat

issue 2.2016

Type: BG 1055/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 1050 W 
Dimensions 44 x 33.5 x 28.5 cm
EAN 4001797 270115
PU 1

enjoy
diversity

Type: BG 950
Colour: black 
Power: 230 V · 950 W
Dimensions 39 x 27.5 x 23 cm
EAN 4001797 270009
PU 1
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 ELECTRONIC BAKING OVEN &  
 ROTISSERIE GRILL BGE 1580/E
Cooking with precise temperature – perfect for the ambitious amateur chef

• big volume: 30 l, for baking tins up to 29 cm Ø
• 4 stainless steel heating elements for quick heating-up
• user-friendly operation through touch control keys
• large display with indication of all operating functions
• electronic temperature control, precisely settable from 80 °C to 230 °C
• proposal values of temperate and time for each baking function
• with motor-driven rotisserie for delicious roasted chicken
• 120-minute timer with signal tone and continuous setting
• illuminated oven chamber with non-stick coating for easy cleaning
• double-glazed oven door with door gasket, simple dismounting for easy cleaning
• 8 functions for optimum utility: 

- upper- and lower heat, also separately selectable 
- selectable circulating air function for even results 
- separate functions for defrosting and keeping-warm

• 4 insertion levels, pilot lamp, overheating protection

Including:
• rotisserie set with separate handle
• enamelled roasting/baking tray with separate handle
• chromed grill grid
• removable crumb tray

issue 4.2017

issue 5.2017

keeping 
warm

 BAKING OVEN &  
 ROTISSERIE GRILL 
 BG 1550
A powerful all-rounder – a perfect supplement to every kitchen

• big volume: 30 l, for baking tins up to 29 cm Ø
• 4 stainless steel heating elements for quick heating-up
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 80 °C to 230 °C
• 7 heating modes: upper heat, lower heat, upper/lower heat, and each mode optional 

with circulating air for even baking and roasting results, separate defrost level
• with motor-driven rotisserie spit for 1 chicken, spit-roast etc.
• 120-minute timer with continuous setting and signal tone
• illuminated oven chamber with non-stick coating for easy cleaning
• double-glazed oven door with door gasket, simple dismounting for easy cleaning
• 4 insertion levels, pilot lamp, overheating protection

Including:
• rotisserie set with separate handle
• enamelled roasting/baking tray with separate handle
• chromed grill grid
• removable crumb tray

High energy efficiency due to a compact oven chamber and a double-glazed oven 
door with door gasket.

issue 8.2012

lower heat upper / lower 
heat

upper / lower heat 
with circulating airupper heat upper heat with 

circulating air
lower heat with 
circulating airdefrost level rotisserie

lower heat upper / lower 
heat

upper / lower heat 
with circulating air

upper heat with 
circulating air

lower heat with 
circulating airdefrost level rotisserie

Type: BGE 1580/E

Product video

Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 1580 W
Dimensions 48.5 x 39.5 x 34 cm
EAN 4001797 270405
PU 1

Type: BG 1550
Colour: black
Power: 230 V · 1550 W
Dimensions 48.5 x 39.5 x 34 cm
EAN 4001797 270207
PU 1

22
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 MAXI OVEN 
 BG 1600 PizzAvanti
The very big one among our mini ovens

• extra large volume: 40 l, for baking tins up to 36 cm Ø
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 60 °C to 250 °C
• 4 heating modes: upper heat, lower heat, upper/lower heat,  

powerful grill with 1450 W
• 90-minute timer with continuous setting and signal tone
• enamelled oven chamber, with interior illumination
• glass door with big inspection window, overheating protection
• 3 insertion levels, pilot lamp

Including:
• enamelled roasting tray
• chromed grill grid

Obtainable accessory: 
Rommelsbacher Pizza/Bread Baking Stone Set PS 16 Pizza Wonder (page 20)

grill

lower heat upper / lower 
heat

upper / lower heat 
with circulating airupper heat upper heat with 

circulating air
lower heat with 
circulating airdefrost level rotisserie

 BAKING OVEN &  
 ROTISSERIE GRILL 
 BG 1805/E
Mini oven XXL – due to the versatile applications a must-have for  
culinary enjoyment 

• extra large volume: 42 l, for baking tins up to 31.5 cm Ø
• 4 stainless steel heating elements for quick heating-up
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 80 °C to 230 °C
• 7 heating modes: upper heat, lower heat, upper/lower heat, and each mode optional 

with circulating air for even baking and roasting results, separate defrost level
• with motor-driven rotisserie spit for 2 chickens, spit-roast etc.
• 120-minute timer with continuous setting and signal tone
• illuminated oven chamber with non-stick coating for easy cleaning
• double-glazed oven door with door gasket, simple dismounting for easy cleaning
• 4 insertion levels, pilot lamp, overheating protection

Including:
• rotisserie set with separate handle
• enamelled roasting/baking tray with separate handle
• chromed grill grid
• removable crumb tray

High energy efficiency due to a compact oven chamber and a double-glazed oven 
door with door gasket.

Type: BG 1600
Colour: anthracite 
Power: 230 V · 1600 W
Dimensions 63.5 x 47.5 x 32 cm
EAN 4001797 260000
PU 1

Type: BG 1805/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 1800 W
Dimensions 54.5 x 43 x 36 cm
EAN 4001797 270306
PU 1

lower heat upper / lower 
heatupper heat

iss
ue
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 MINI KITCHENER 
 TK 2505 Basic Line
Timeless design and a well-elaborated equipment – compact and  
impressively versatile

• the automatic oven/grill priority function makes sure the appliance  
can be plugged into every ordinary household socket

Cooking surface
•  2 durable cast iron heating plates: 145 mm Ø, 1000 W / 180 mm Ø, 1500 W
• power control via 7-step switches
• pilot lamp

Oven
• volume: 22 l, for baking tins up to 27 cm Ø
• total power: oven 1150 W, grill 1000 W
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 50 °C to 250 °C
• 2 heating modes: upper/lower heat, grill
• “CLEANemail“ oven chamber coating for easy cleaning
• double-glazed oven door with inspection window
• 3 insertion levels, pilot lamp

Including:
• enamelled roasting tray
• chromed grill grid

 BAKING OVEN & GRILL 
 BG 1650
Maxi oven for high demands

• extra-large volume: 40 l, for baking tins up to 36 cm Ø
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 60 °C to 250 °C
• 4 heating modes: upper & lower heat with and without circulating air, lower heat 

with circulating air, powerful grill with 1450 W
• 90-minute timer with acoustic signal and continuous setting
• CLEANemail coated oven chamber, easy to clean, with interior illumination
• retractable knob – convenient and child-proof
• glass door with big inspection window, overheating protection
• cord storage
• 3 insertion levels, pilot lamp

Including:
• enamelled baking/roasting tray
• chromed grill grid

Obtainable accessory: 
ROMMELSBACHER Pizza/Bread Baking Stone Set PS 16 Pizza Wonder (page 20)

grill

grill

issue 4.2014

issue 8.2014

Type: TK 2505
Colour: white 
Power: 230 V · 2500 W
Dimensions 60 x 40 x 33.5 cm
EAN 4001797 250001
PU 1

Type: BG 1650
Colour: champagne metallic
Power: 230 V · 1650 W
Dimensions 63.5 x 48 x 32 cm
EAN 4001797 260109
PU 1

upper / lower 
heat

upper / lower 
heat

upper / lower heat 
with circulating air

lower heat with 
circulating air

24
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 MINI KITCHENER 
 KML 3001 Kitchen Master
The sophisticated mini kitchener with chic for high demands

• the automatic oven/grill priority function makes sure the appliance  
can be plugged into every ordinary household socket

Cooking surface 
• superior glass ceramic cooking surface, durable and easy to care
• 2 heating zones: 145 mm Ø, 1200 W / 180 mm Ø, 1800 W
• power-controlled through 7-step switches
• residual heat indicators, pilot lamp

Oven
• volume: 22 l, for baking tins up to 27 cm Ø
• total power: oven 1150 W, grill 1000 W
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 50 °C to 250 °C
• 4 heating modes: upper heat, lower heat, upper/lower heat, grill
• 90-minute timer with continuous setting and signal tone
• CLEANemail coated oven chamber, easy to clean, with interior illumination
• double-glazed oven door with inspection window
• controlled oven ventilation 
• 3 insertion levels, pilot lamp

Including:
• enamelled roasting tray
• chromed grill grid

 MINI KITCHENER 
 KM 2501 Kitchen Master
Compact & versatile – the „small kitchen“ 
for singles, students, in offices or holiday cottages

• the automatic oven/grill priority function makes sure the appliance  
can be plugged into every ordinary household socket

Cooking surface
•  2 durable cast iron heating plates: 145 mm Ø, 1000 W / 180 mm Ø, 1500 W
• power control via 7-step switches
• pilot lamp

Oven
• volume: 22 l, for baking tins up to 27 cm Ø
• total power: oven 1150 W, grill 1000 W
• infinitely variable temperature regulation from 50 °C to 250 °C
• 4 heating modes: upper heat, lower heat, upper/lower heat, grill
• CLEANemail coated oven chamber, easy to clean, with interior illumination
• double-glazed oven door with inspection window
• controlled oven ventilation
• 3 insertion levels, pilot lamp

Including:
• enamelled roasting tray
• chromed grill grid

Type: KML 3001
Colour: anthracite 
Power: 230 V · 3000 W
Dimensions 58.5 x 40.5 x 33.5 cm
EAN 4001797 258106 
PU 1

Type: KM 2501
Colour: white 
Power: 230 V · 2500 W
Dimensions 58.5 x 41.5 x 33 cm
EAN 4001797 257109
PU 1

grill

grill

upper / lower 
heat

upper / lower 
heat

lower heat

lower heat

upper heat

upper heat
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 RACLETTE GRILL 
 RCS 1350
Multi-purpose combinations for great party fun

• casing made of heat-proof synthetic material
• 2 turnover grill plates made of die-cast aluminium, each 23 x 23 cm 

- ribbed side for typical grill marks  
- smooth side with embossed form for making Crêpes

• grill plate with superior 2-layer non-stick coating “Xylan® Plus  
for best results and easy cleaning 

• 1 natural stone grill plate made of granite, scratch and cut resistant, 
with circumferential juice groove, ideal for low-fat grilling

• temperature controlled steplessly by thermostat, overheating protection
• pilot lamp
• extra-long power cord (1.9 m)
• integrated cord take-up 

Including:
• 8 superior, non-stick coated pans with heat-insulated handles
• 8 spatulas

Type: RCS 1350
Colour: black/stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 1350 W
Dimensions 48 x 23.5 x 13.5 cm
EAN 4001797 239600
PU 3

8

issue 10.2019

26

3 exchangeable
plate sets

GRILLS, RACLETTES & CO
Raclette grills .......................................................26 – 28
Fondue Set .................................................................... 29
Table top grills ......................................................29 – 30
Ceran® grills .................................................................. 31
Contact grills ................................................................ 32
Sandwich makers ......................................................... 33
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 RACLETTE GRILLS 
 RC 800 fun for 4
 RC 1600 fun for 4 + 4
Party fun for convivial evenings – with 4 pans,  
extendable to 8 or 12 pans

• casing of brushed aluminium-cast
• solid aluminium-cast grill plate, 41 x 10 cm
• high-quality two-layer non-stick coating Xylan® Plus for easy cleaning
• smart parking level for hot pans not in use
• infinitely variable temperature control, pilot lamp, overheating protection
• extra-long detachable power cord (2.0 m)

RC 800
• 4 non-stick coated pans with heat insulated handles
• 4 shovels for turning food, 1 power cord, 1 connection cord

RC 1600
• consisting of 2x RC 800

Elegant design – superior finish – subtle enjoyment… 
Elaborate details – pans can be used at all sides of the unit.  
Perfect results – temperature individually settable.

Type: RC 800 RC 1600
Colour: silver silver
Power: 230 V · 795 W 230 V · je 795 W
Dimensions 43.5 x 10.2 x 13.5 cm each 43.5 x 10.2 x 13.5 cm
EAN 4001797 239402 4001797 239501 
PU 4 2

27

As special feature of this series, you can combine up to three 
individual appliances via connector cable. Since it can be upgraded 
to up to 12 pans, great raclette and grilling fun is guaranteed even 
with larger groups!

issue 1.2019

8
issue 1.2019

“The flexible test winner“
“The uniformity in temperature distribution during raclette grilling is very good, …”
“Best grilling performance of all: very quick and hot”
 

   Source: Stiftung Warentest, issue 12/2019 

RC 800

RC 1600
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 RACLETTE GRILL 
 RCC 1000 Fashion
Noble and elegant – an eye-catcher on any table with Swiss design

• elegant, chromed casing in noble Swiss design
• solid, detachable aluminium die-cast grill plate with  

ribbed grill surface: 22.5 x 22.5 cm
• grill plate with superior non-stick coating Xylan® Plus for easy cleaning
• integrated “parking deck” for pans not in use
• infinitely variable temperature regulation, luminous diods
• heat-insulated handles
• extra-long power cord (2.0 m)

Including:
• 4 superior, non-stick coated pans with heat-insulated handles
• 4 spatulas

In the pans: perfect for raclette and gratinating snacks. 
On the grill plate: ideal for low-fat grilling, searing and roasting.

 RACLETTE GRILL 
 RCC 1500 Fashion
Gourmet deluxe – raclette and grill treat at its finest for connoisseurs

• elegant, chromed casing in noble Swiss design
• solid, detachable aluminium die-cast grill plate with  

ribbed grill surface: 41.5 x 22.5 cm
• grill plate with superior non-stick coating Xylan® Plus for easy cleaning
• integrated “parking deck” for pans not in use
• infi nitely variable temperature regulation, luminous diods   
• heat-insulated handles
• extra-long power cord (2.0 m)

Including:
• 8 superior, non-stick coated pans with heat-insulated handles
• 8 spatulas

In the pans: perfect for raclette and gratinating snacks. 
On the grill plate: ideal for low-fat grilling, searing and roasting.

Type: RCC 1000
Colour: chrome
Power: 230 V · 1000 W
Dimensions 37 x 27 x 11.5 cm
EAN 4001797 238009
PU 4

Type: RCC 1500
Colour: chrome
Power: 230 V · 1500 W
Dimensions 55 x 27 x 11.5 cm
EAN 4001797 238108
PU 2

8

28

issue 11.2016

The original!

The original!
issue 11.2009
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Type: F 350

Product video

Colour: black/stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 350 W
Dimensions 22.5 x 21 x 23 cm
EAN 4001797 129307
PU 4

 FONDUE SET 
 F 350
Dip and enjoy – for a stylish enjoyment in convivial company 

• heat insulated double-wall casing
• heating plate with 350 watt power
• infinitely variable temperature control
• removable 0.8-litre fondue pot with superior ceramic coating, very easy to maintain
• pilot lamp, overheating protection 
• extra-long power cord (1.9 m)

Including:
• 6 stainless steel fondue forks with coloured tags
• stainless steel anti-splash insert with fork fixing
• glass lid for a quick heating-up

Whether fondue with bouillon, oil, cheese or chocolate – the electrical heating 
provides for a safe fondue experience!

 TABLE TOP GRILL 
 BBQ 2003 with turbo grilling zone
Grilling with full flavour – with turbo grilling zone to be set in addition

• solid, detachable aluminium die-cast grill plate with integrated heating elements
• turbo grilling zone to be set in addition for quick searing
• infinitely variable temperature regulation
• perfect surface utilisation: 

- ribbed area for typical grill marks 
- flat Teppanyaki surface for meat, fish, vegetables etc.

• superior 3-layer non-stick coating QuanTanium® for best grilling results and  
super easy cleaning

• integrated fat drain for healthy low-fat grilling
• removable drip pan
• pilot lamp
• heat-insulated handles for safe use
• grill surface: 50 x 25 cm

Including:
• detachable splash guard/wind shield
• cleaning scraper

Electric powered grilling – safe, clean and quick. 

Type: BBQ 2003

Product video

Colour: stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 1900 W
Dimensions 59 x 29 x 15.5 cm
EAN 4001797 294104
PU 2

turbo grilling zone  
to be set in addition

issue 1.2019

issue 7.2018

iss
ue
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2.

20
19
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Type: BBQ 2012/E

Product video

Colour: stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 58 x 38 x 13.5 cm
EAN 4001797 100009
PU 2

issue 5.2012

issue 12.2013

 DESIGN TABLE TOP GRILL 
 BBQ 2012/E Gourmet Deluxe
Noble and exclusive quality made in Germany

• two individually controllable grilling areas: 
- ribbed area for typical grill marks 
- flat Teppanyaki surface for meat, fish, vegetables etc.

• solid, detachable aluminium die-cast grill plate with powerful, integrated heating  
elements for optimal temperature distribution and quick heating-up

• electronic regulation via convenient push buttons, LED-displays
• 10 selectable temperature levels
• separate on-off switch, detachable control unit
• automatic switch-off for more safety
• superior 3-layer non-stick coating QuanTanium®  

for best grilling results and super easy cleaning
• integrated fat drain for healthy, low-fat grilling
• removable drip pan
• integrated cord take-up
• grill surface: 45 x 30 cm

Including:
• detachable splash guard/wind shield
• cleaning scraper

2 individually 
controllable  
grilling areas 
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since 

1928

Superior 3-layer non-stick coating 

Perfect Grilling results 
    precise temperature regulation
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Type: BBQ 2012/E

Product video

Colour: stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 58 x 38 x 13.5 cm
EAN 4001797 100009
PU 2

2 individually 
controllable  
grilling areas 

 CERAN® GRILL 
 CG 2303/E TopLine
Delicious, creative, low-fat: grilling on glass like a professional –  
produced in Germany

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• shapely Softline design
• genuine Schott Ceran® grill surface with integrated keep-warm zone
• powerful heating element for quick heating-up and optimal heat distribution
• temperature range up to 380 °C, perfect for searing
• infinitely variable temperature
• retractable knob, child-proof and splash-guarded
• integrated, removable stainless steel fat collection channel and lift-up foot for 

slant position for healthy low-fat grilling
• pilot lamp, overheating protection
• grill surface: 36 x 27 cm

Including:
• cleaning scraper

Grilling on glass ceramic is in vogue and offers a variety of possible applications. 
Whether meat, sausages or fish, whether vegetables, fried potatoes, pancakes and 
other desserts: everything can be perfectly grilled, roasted and kept warm!

 CERAN® GRILL 
 CG 2308/TC HighTec
Innovative elegance “Made in Germany” – grilling at its best

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• shapely Softline design
• genuine Schott Ceran® grill surface with integrated keep-warm zone
• powerful heating element for quick heating-up and optimal heat distribution
• temperature range up to 280 °C, perfect for searing
• desired temperature can be set from 80 °C to 280 °C in steps of 10
• LED-display, precise electronic control and indication of the actual temperature
• signal tone when desired temperature is reached
• simple operation via touch control sensors
• integrated, removable stainless steel fat collection channel and lift-up foot for 

slant position for healthy low-fat grilling
• residual heat indication, overheating protection
• grill surface: 36 x 27 cm

Including:
• cleaning scraper

since 

1928

since 

1928

issue 1.2012

issue 10.2014

up to 380°C

up to 280°C

Type: CG 2303/E

Product video

Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 55 x 32.5 x 6.5 cm
EAN 4001797 196200
PU 2

Type: CG 2308/TC
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 55 x 30.5 x 6.5 cm
EAN 4001797 196309
PU 2
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KG 2000

KG 1600

KG 1800

 CONTACT GRILL 
 KG 2020
A practical all-rounder, easy to operate,  
for delicious and healthy low-fat dishes

• appealing contact grill design in classical retro style
• flexible in use: 

- closed: as a contact grill 
- grill plates opened up: as table top and party grill 
- arrested upper grill plate: for gratinating

• 5-step height adjustment in contact grill position for perfectly matching the 
thickness of the food

• infinitely variable temperature control via thermostat
• non-stick coated grill plates, removable for easy cleaning
• superior 2-layer Xylan® Plus non-stick coating for best grilling results and  

a super easy cleaning
• integrated fat drain for healthy, low-fat grilling
• heat-insulated handle for a safe handling
• separate on/off switch
• pilot lamp, overheating protection
• grill plate: 29 x 23 cm each

365 days of grilling pleasure – indoors and outdoors!

 COMFORT & MULTI GRILLS 
 KG 2000 Twin Set 
 KG 1600  •  KG 1800
Persuasively versatile grilling pleasure – always fresh, always tasty

• flexible applications: 
- as contact grill when closed 
- as table top and party grill with opened grill plates 
- for gratinating with locked upper grill plate

•  flexible height adjustment for perfect adaptation to the food to be grilled
• infinitely variable grilling temperature via thermostat
• non-stick coated grill plates, removable for easy cleaning
• integrated fat drain for healthy, low-fat grilling
• heat-insulated handles for safe use
• pilot lamp, overheating protection

KG 1600
• grill plate: 29.5 x 22 cm each

KG 1800
• grill plate: 33 x 24 cm each

KG 2000
•  2 thermostats for a separate and infinitely variable control of the two grill plates
• grill plate: 33 x 24 cm each

issue 6.2014

Type: KG 2020
Colour: stainless steel 
Power: 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 34.5 x 32.5 x 14.5 cm
EAN 4001797 221001 
PU 2

Type: KG 1600 KG 1800 KG 2000
Colour: arctic-silver-metallic anthracite-metallic graphite-metallic
Power: 230 V · 1600 W 230 V · 1800 W 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 37 x 28 x 12.5 cm 40.5 x 31 x 12.5 cm 40.5 x 31 x 12.5 cm
EAN 4001797 227003 4001797 228000 4001797 226006
PU 3 3 3

As table  
top grill

For gratinating
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ST 1410

ST 710

issue 08.2019

 SANDWICH MAKERS 
 ST 1410 fun for 4  
 ST 710 fun for 2
Quick, crispy snacks – popular with young and old

• casing in modern design, made of matted plastic material and brushed stainless steel
• aluminium die-cast toast plates
• high-quality two-layer non-stick coating Xylan® Plus for best results and  

easy cleaning
• quick heating-up, pilot lamps for power-on and temperature
• heat-insulated handle with locking
• space-saving upright storage
• anti-slip feet

ST 710
• for 2 sandwiches

ST 1410
• for 4 sandwiches

Whether hearty, savoury, veggie or sweet – the multitude of recipes always 
 offer a treat.

 MULTI TOAST & GRILL 
 SWG 700 Max 3-in-1
Tasty stuffed & toasted sandwiches – crispy waffle creations –  
delicious grilled food

• fancy design with stainless steel detail
• heat-insulated casing – for a safe handling
• separate on-off switch, baking lights
• high-quality two-layer non-stick coating Xylan® Plus for best results and 

easy cleaning
• flexible hinge for height adjustment
• safe handling
• space-saving upright storage
• convenient cord take-up

Including:
• 3 exchangeable plate sets made of die-cast aluminium, for 

- stuffed sandwiches 
- Belgian style waffles 
- grilled food

3 exchangeable 
plate sets

Type: ST 710 ST 1410

Product video

Colour: black/stainless steel black/stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 700 W 230 V · 1400 W
Dimensions 25.5 x 24 x 9 cm 30 x 34 x 13 cm
EAN 4001797 292001 4001797 293008
PU 4 2

Type: SWG 700

Product video

Colour: black/stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 700 W
Dimensions 22.5 x 23 x 9 cm
EAN 4001797 290007
PU 3

issue 08.2010

Including
3 exchangeable

plate sets
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 SPIRAL SLICER 
 EGS 80 Gnudel
Vegetable pasta & fruit spirals – quick, healthy, delicious!

• modern design – easy-care stainless steel housing
• extra-large collection container (2.5 l), BPA-free
• 5 spiral cutting blades for various shapes and sizes:
 - tagliatelle (8.5 mm) linguine (6 mm), spaghetti (3 mm)  

- grooved or plain ribbon spirals (up to 30 mm)
• large filling mouth (Ø 6 cm)
• pusher with optimized fixation for a safe pushing
• on-off switch with integrated pilot lamp
• double safety system against unintended activation
• 4 big, non-slip rubber feet for a safe stand
• completely dismountable – all detachable parts are dishwasher-proof
• practical, space-saving storage of blade sets and power cord inside the collection 

container

Including:
• cleaning brush

Perfect for a low carb and vitamin-packed nutrition. Great diversification for the 
vegetarian and vegan cuisine. 

5 spiral cutting blades

issue 11.2018

issue 03.2019

Type: EGS 80

Product video

Colour: black/stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 80 W
Dimensions 24 x 14 x 33.5 cm
EAN 4001797 854100
PU 4

Extra-large  
collection  
container (2.5 l)

EATING & LIVING HEALTHILY
Spiral slicer ................................................................... 34
Oilpress.......................................................................... 35
Steamer ......................................................................... 36
Ice cream maker ........................................................... 36
Yogurt makers .............................................................. 37

34
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issue 11.2017

 OILPRESS 
 OP 700 Emilio
Best quality – gentle cold-pressing method:  
free of additives – 100% taste in bio-quality

• elegant design, high-quality materials
• 2 robust screw conveyors, made of stainless steel 

- for common oil bearing seeds, kernels and nuts 
- for particularly small oil bearing seeds (e.g. chia seed)

• heater to preheat the pressing unit
• detachable seed container for ca. 700 g contents
• simple operation through 3 control elements
• reverse function of the screw conveyor
• safety switch-off when lid is removed
• completely dismountable, thus easy to clean
• detachable power cord – for a convenient storage

Including:
• pulp container
• oil collection container
• strainer
• cleaning brush

Salubrious & exquisite – essential nutrients are preserved.

2 robust screw- 
conveyors

Brown flax seeds

Pistachios

Pine nuts

Cashew

Sunflower seeds

Almonds

Brazil nuts

Pumpkin seeds

Peanuts

Sesame seeds

Mustard seeds

Hemp seeds

Poppy seeds

Walnuts

Chia seeds

Rape seeds

Macadamia nuts

Hazelnuts

Coconut

Grape seeds

Type: OP 700

Product video

Colour: black/silver
Power: 230 V · 650 W
Dimensions 33 x 18 x 34.5 cm
EAN 4001797 870001
PU 1

issue 11.2017

35
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 STEAMER 
 DGS 855
Gentle cooking – preserve mineral nutrients, vitamins and flavour

• casing made of superior, easy-care plastic material
• turbo-speed steam generation
• user-friendly, electronic operation, LCD-display
• 6 programmes for vegetables, fish, chicken, meat, eggs and rice
• keep-warm function, acoustic signal upon programme completion
• individual time setting via 99-minute timer
• electronic water level control and decalcification indication 
• 3 nestable steaming inserts, each holding 3 l, 

removable bottoms for flexible cooking chamber
• condensate collector with flavour distribution cap
• 1.1 l water tank – for up to 1 h continuous operation,  

water level can be checked and refilled from outside
• cord compartment

Including:
• 1.2 l universal bowl for rice, soups and more

 ICE CREAM MAKER 
 IM 12 Kurt 4-in-1  •  IB 05
Tasty & versatile – for homemade ice cream, sorbet, frozen yogurt, slush...

• easy-care stainless steel casing
• simple handling, energy-saving operation
• detachable motor block with illuminated LCD-display
• 40-minute timer, on/off switch
• removable 1.5 l freezer bowl for 500 ml contents
• detachable stirrer unit, overheating protection
• completely dismountable, easy to clean

Including:
• ice cream scoop
• lid for freezer bowl

Obtainable accessories:
additional freezer bowl IB 05: volume 1.5 l

Salubrious & custom-made – also for vegan and lactose-free recipes.

issue 3.2014

36

Type: IM 12 IB 05

Product video

Colour: stainless steel black
Power: 230 V · 12 W –
Dimensions 20 x 20 x 23.5 cm 18 x 18 x 17.5 cm
EAN 4001797 866004 4001797 867001
PU 2 4

Type: DGS 855
Colour: white/black
Power: 230 V · 825 W
Dimensions 29.5 x 22 x 43.5 cm
EAN 4001797 802019
PU 2

creamy ice cream

frozen yogurt

sorbet

slush

homemadelactose free

issue 08.2018

issue 5.2016
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JB 4 Spare cups
JG 1  
Spare glass  
container

 YOGURT MAKER 
 JG 40  •  JG 8
Natural yogurt – without artificial flavours and preserving agents

• attractive casing with easy-care stainless steel
• for making up to 1200 g of natural yogurt in 8 portions
• well-arranged LCD-display
• simple operation via push buttons
• timer up to 18 hours with signal tone and automatic switch-off
• electronically-controlled temperature regulation
• separate on-off switch, overheating protection
• removable, clear cover

Including:
• 8 jars holding 150 ml each, with lid

JG 8
• set of 8 jars holding 150 ml each, with lid

Delicious yoghurt, natural & homemade.

 YOGURT &  
 CREAM CHEESE MAKER  
 JG 80 Jona  •  JB 4
Preparing healthy natural yoghurt and cream cheese –  
also for making aromatic herbal extracts 

• high-quality, double-walled housing
• inner pot made of stainless steel, thus easy to clean
• electronic operation via touch control sensors
• well-arranged LED-display 
• 4 programmes with different temperatures:  

- natural yogurt (42 °C)  
- vegan/lactose-free yogurt (38 °C) 
- cream cheese (30 °C)  
- herbal extracts (55 °C)

• preparation time individually settable, e.g. for sour dough 
• 24-hour timer with signal tone, automatic switch-off 
• overheat protection
• removable power cord

Including:
• 4 ceramic portion cups (each 125 ml) with cover 
• 2 XXL glass containers (each 1.2 l) with cover
• 1 strainer with cover

JG 8 replacement jars

JG 40

JG 80

Type: JG 40 JG 8
Colour: stainless steel/black –
Power: 230 V · 40 W –
Dimensions 34.5 x 18.5 x 13.5 cm je: Ø 6.5 x 9 cm 
EAN 4001797 860002 4001797 861009
PU 2 4

issue 9.2014

issue 07.2019

 natürlich   vegan   laktosefrei

Type: JG 80 JB 4 JG 1
Colour: black/stainless steel white –
Power: 230 V · 20 W – –
Dimensions Ø 19.4 x 18.5 cm Ø 5.8 x 8.7 cm Ø 14 x 11.8 cm 
EAN 4001797 861108 4001797 861207 4001797 861306
PU 2 4 4

issue 03.2019
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 SPICE & COFFEE GRINDER 
 EGK 200
Freshly grounded coffee powder, delicious blends of spices, delicate 
pesto and tasteful dips

• powerful motor, silent in operation
• grinding degree individually selectable via the grinding time
• switching on/off by applying pressure on the cover
• safe and easy handling
• detachable parts are dishwasher proof
• integrated cord storage

Including:
• 2 exchangeable stainless steel  

containers, capacity 70 g:
 - grinder cup with 2-winged blade  

 made of stainless steel
 - universal cup with 4-winged  

 special blade made of stainless steel
• coffee scoop with cleaning brush

2 different work-containers allow a very diversifi ed use: In the grinder cup, freshly 
ground coffee powder is produced and dried herbs and spices, like e.g. peppercorns, 
coriander caraway seeds and even sugar, nuts and grains are pulverized in no time. 
The universal cup is perfect for chopping fresh herbs or preparing a small portion of 
fresh pesto. Both cups are made of easy-care stainless steel and come with a lid.

2-winged 
blade

4-winged  
special blade

2 exchangeable
containers

Type: EGK 200

Product video

Colour: stainless steel 
Power: 230 V · 200 W
Dimensions 10 x 10 x 20.5 cm
EAN 4001797 865007
PU 6

grinding & chopping 

COFFEE, TEA & CO
Spice & coffee grinder ................................................. 38
Coffee mills ...........................................................39 – 41
Espresso makers ........................................................... 42
Espresso machines ....................................................... 43
Coffee/Espresso centre ................................................ 43
Milk frother ................................................................... 44
Tea makers .................................................................... 45

38

issue 07.2019
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2 exchangeable
containers

 COFFEE GRINDER 
 EKM 100 with blade
Powerful, quick, versatile – a small kitchen all-rounder

• powerful motor, silent in operation
• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• robust blade unit with 2-winged blade made of stainless steel
• stainless steel beans tank, extra-large capacity 70 g
• selection of grinding degree by the grinding time
• easy operation, safe handling
• transparent cover, detachable
• detachable parts are dishwasher proof
• integrated cord take-up

Fresh ground coffee – for a flavourful cup of coffee any time.  
Also suitable for spicery, nuts and sugar.

 COFFEE GRINDERS 
 EKM 120 with blade
 EKM 125 with blade
Full-flavour coffee enjoyment at all times

• powerful motor, silent in operation
• robust blade unit with 4-winged universal blade made of stainless steel
• detachable stainless steel container with lid, capacity 50 g
• grinding degree individually selectable via the grinding time
• switching on/off by applying pressure on the cover
• easy operation, safe handling
• transparent cover, detachable
• detachable parts are dishwasher proof

Freshly ground coffee powder at any time – also suitable 
for grinding spices, nuts, sugar and more.

Type: EKM 100
Colour: stainless steel 
Power: 230 V · 200 W
Dimensions 9.5 x 9.5 x 18.5 cm
EAN 4001797 862204
PU 6

Type: EKM 120 EKM 125
Colour: black/stainless steel white/stainless steel 
Power: 230 V · 200 W 230 V · 200 W
Dimensions 10.8 x 10.8 x 19.2 cm 10.8 x 10.8 x 19.2 cm
EAN 4001797 862303 4001797 862402
PU 6 6

4-winged  
universal blade

EKM 125 EKM 120
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 COFFEE MILL 
 EKM 200 with disc grinder
Gentle grinding without aroma loss – full flavour for coffee lovers

• superior and noble high-gloss plastic casing with  
a decorative stainless steel application

• quiet and robust disc grinder
• 2 high-quality grinding discs made of steel
• individual adjustment of the grinding degree – from coarse to extra fine
• rotary knob for 2 – 12 doses of coffee
• transparent bean container with flavour cover, capacity: 250 g
• detachable powder container
• push-button for on-off
• easy to clean, detachable grinding disc
• easy and safe handling
• integrated cord take-up

Including:
• cleaning brush

Filter coffee, espresso, French press – this mill works well for all.

Type: EKM 200

Product video

Colour: black
Power: 230 V · 110 W
Dimensions 18.5 x 11.2 x 26.5 cm
EAN 4001797 863003 
PU 2

issue 6.2012

 COFFEE GRINDER 
 EKM 150 with blade
Individually ground, quickly milled – for an always aromatic coffee treat

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• robust blade unit with 2-winged blade made of stainless steel
• stainless steel bean container, capacity 40 g
• electronically controlled grinding time, adjustable in 7 levels
• automatic switch-off after the set time has elapsed
• separate on-off switch, pilot lamp
• safe and easy handling
• transparent cover, detachable
• integrated cord take-up

Can also be used for grinding dried spicery like e. g. coriander, rosemary or for nuts, 
poppy seed and sugar.

issue 1.2013

Type: EKM 150
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 150 W
Dimensions 9.8 x 10.5 x 20.5 cm
EAN 4001797 862006
PU 4
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 COFFEE MILL 
 EKM 500 with conical burr  
 grinder and integrated scales
Professional grinding of espresso & coffee beans 

• integrated precision scales with tare function 
• aroma-friendly stainless steel conical burr grinder with anti-block system 
• individual and flexible use: 
 - weight controlled grinding up to 100 g
 - portion-controlled dosage up to 12 portions 
 - time-controlled grinding up to 60 seconds 
 - manual function for grinding directly into porta-filter 
• individual coarseness setting in 39 levels, LED-Display, 5 function keys 
• extra-large beans tank (400 g) with removable flavour cover,   

capacity: 400 g
• removable powder container (up to 200 g) 
• removable holder for porta-filter Ø 60 mm 
• modular grinder for easy cleaning

Noble design, high quality materials, first class equipment.
Freshly ground every day – enjoy the rich aroma of your coffee & espresso.
With integrated scales – grinding with accuracy to the gram for a perfect taste.

Type: EKM 500
Colour: black/stainless steel 
Power: 230 V · 160 W
Dimensions 22.5 x 13.8 x 34.5 cm
EAN 4001797 864109
PU 2

 COFFEE MILL 
 EKM 300 with conical burr grinder
Professional grinding for full flavour – especially gentle,  
equally perfect grinding result

• shapely casing made of premium, noble glossy synthetic material
• superior conical burr grinder made of stainless steel, removable for easy cleaning
• individual setting of coarseness in 12 levels – from coarse to fine
• quantity adjustment for up to 10 doses
• detachable, transparent beans tank with flavour cover, capacity: 220 g
• detachable powder container
• separate on-off switch
• convenient, simple and safe handling
• integrated cord storage

Including:
• cleaning brush

This premium coffee grinder provides  
professionalism for demanding coffee  
and espresso lovers!

issue 6.2014

Type: EKM 300

Product video

Colour: black/silver
Power: 230 V · 150 W
Dimensions 20.5 x 14 x 29 cm
EAN 4001797 864000
PU 2
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 ESPRESSO MAKERS 
 EKO 364/E  •  EKO 366/E
Taste for all senses – enjoying perfect and  
easy-made espresso in all places

• attractive espresso maker made of superior stainless steel
• electrically heated, concealed heating element
• electrical connection in cordless technology
• compact 360° power base – jug can be placed all around,  

ideal for right and left handers
• illuminated on-off switch, automatic switch-off
• ergonomic, heat-insulated handle
• overheating and boil dry protection, safety valve
• integrated cord take-up

EKO 364/E – ElPresso mini
• with stainless steel filter insert for optionally 2 or 4 cups of espresso

EKO 366/E – ElPresso deLuxe
• with stainless steel filter insert for optionally 3 or 6 cups of espresso

 ESPRESSO MAKER 
 EKO 376/G
Crystal-clear luxury – for a refined enjoyment of espresso, mocha and more 

• appealing espresso maker with a superior stainless steel casing and decorative 
jug made of heat-proof glass

• electrically heated, concealed heating element
• stainless steel filter insert for optionally 3 or 6 cups of espresso
• electrical connection in cordless style
• compact 360° power base – glass jug can be placed all around,  

ideal for right and left handers
• illuminated on-off switch, automatic switch-off
• ergonomic, heat-insulated handle
• overheating and boil dry protection, safety valve
• integrated cord take-up

Thanks to its compact size and the easy handling, it is easy to prepare fresh espresso 
everywhere at any time – whether at home, in office or when travelling.   

Type: EKO 364/E EKO 366/E
Colour: stainless steel stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 365 W 230 V · 365 W
Dimensions 16 x 12 x 19 cm 17 x 14 x 22.5 cm
EAN 4001797 202000 4001797 201003
PU 6 6

Type: EKO 376/G

Product video

Colour: stainless steel/glass
Power: 230 V · 365 W
Dimensions 17.5 x 14 x 23.5 cm
EAN 4001797 201034
PU 6

issue 10.2018

4242
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 ESPRESSO MACHINES 
 EKS 1510  •  EKS 2010
Enjoy espresso, coffee, cappuccino, latte macchiato & co – easily  
prepared with ground coffee beans or coffee/espresso pads 

• single thermoblock heater, made of aluminium die-cast
• 19 bar pump pressure (Italian ULKA high-quality pump)
• pre-brew function for full flavour
• removable 1.5-litre water tank
• detachable stainless steel nozzle for hot water and steam for foaming
• removable drip pan for easy cleaning
• power save function, LED pilot lamps
• solid dual outlet portafilter made of aluminium die-cast
• 1 stainless steel filter insert each for 1 and 2 cups

Including:
• replaceable water filter (as type EKF 1 also obtainable for replacement) 
• coffee scoop with tamper

EKS 1510
• cup capacity can be selected manually

EKS 2010
• electronic operation and water level control 
• cup capacity programmable for 1 and 2 cups
• cup tray adjustable in height

 COFFEE/ESPRESSO  
 CENTRE EKS 3010
For aromatic drip coffee, espresso with perfect crema, cappuccino  
with fine milk froth and much more …

Coffee maker:
• decorative glass jug for 10 cups of coffee
• water tank with water level indicator
• removable 1 x 4 filter insert, anti-drip system
• shower jet for maximum flavour
• warming tray with automatic switch-off
• automatic switch-off 

Espresso maker: 
• equipment same as EKS 2010

Water filter EKF 1
• superior filter granulate with activated carbon
• cleans water effectively, reduces limescale 
• active for many weeks
• exchange display on the upper side of the filter
• to suit ROMMELSBACHER EKS 1510, EKS 2010 and EKS 3010

Type: EKS 1510 EKS 2010

Product video

Colour: stainless steel stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 1275 W 230 V · 1275 W
Dimensions 26 x 23.5 x 30.5 cm 26 x 23.5 x 30.5 cm
EAN 4001797 206107 4001797 207104
PU 1 1

EKS 1510

EKS 2010

EKF 1  
Water filter

issue 5.2019
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Type: EKS 3010

Product video

Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 2225 W
Dimensions 37.5 x 27.5 x 33 cm
EAN 4001797 208101
PU 1
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PREPARATION:
1. Take the ice cream out of the freezer some minutes before serving and 

let it melt a little while.

2. Make fresh espresso.

3. Per portion: put one ball of ice cream into a small glass or  
a high dessert bowl.

4. Pour the hot espresso over the ice ball and serve immediately. 

INGREDIENTS:
• Diary ice cream, produced with our ice cream maker  

“Kurt” IM 12 (see page 36) 

Affogato is usually made with vanilla ice cream. But also diary ice cream 
types like rich cream, hazelnut, chocolate or pistachio are very popular. 

• Freshly brewed espresso, made with one of our expresso makers or 
espresso machines (see pages 42 and 43). 

RECIPE: AFFOGATO AL CAFFÈ   

 MILK FROTHER 
 MS 650 with removable glas jug
Fluffy milk froth or creamy milk beverages 
– coffee creations à la Barista

• superior easy-care base unit made of brushed stainless steel
• removable, heat-resistant glass jug, perfect for serving, very easy to clean
• electronically heated, thusy, pre-heating the milk is not necessary
• removable glass lid with sealing
• extra large capacity: 300 ml for frothing, 400 ml for stirring
• 6 functions: hot/cold/warm frothing or stirring
• sensor button for easy operation, illuminated display
• automatic switch-off
• heat-insulated handle, integrated cord storage
• magnet for easily changing the stirring units
• integrated compartment for the stirring units

Including:
• 3 removable, innovative stirring units
 - 2 serrated whisks with teeth for frothing milk
 - whisking disc for stirring fluids

44

Type: MS 650

Product video

Colour: stainless steel/glass
Power: 230 V · 600 W
Dimensions 19 x 12 x 21.5 cm
EAN 4001797 856203
PU 4

issue 1.2014

issue 5.2014

issue 7.2015
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 AUTOMATIC TEA MAKER 
 TA 1200
With variable brewing temperature – for the relaxed preparation  
of aromatic tea 

• elegant housing made of superior plastic material
• fully-automatic tea making – for all tea types
• electronic menu control via light-touch buttons
• LCD-display for brewing temperature, steeping time and start time preselection
• 5 defined programs with 4 different brewing temperatures (100/90/85/80 °C)
• steeping time individually adjustable up to 10 minutes,  

24 hours start time preselection
• 30 minutes keep-warm function with automatic switch-off 
• integrated safety system
• automatic switch-off
• water container for 1 l contents, with water level indicator
• decorative glass teapot with handle and lid
• filter jug of superior polycarbonate, with drip-stop
• detachable stainless steel tea strainer

Including:
• filling funnel and tea scoop

Demanding tea drinkers will love this automatic tea maker!

Type: TA 1200
Colour: white/black
Power: 230 V · 1200 W
Dimensions 22 x 25 x 38.5 cm
EAN 4001797 209009
PU 2

issue 12.2014

issue 11.2019

issue 1.2015

 TEA MAKER & WATER KETTLE 
 TA 2000
For individual tea enjoyment – perfect preparation of all types of tea,
ideal for boiling water for instant soups/beverages, 
baby food and more.

• operation via touch control sensors, LED-Display  
• 5 tea programmes with individual adjustment possibilities  

(temperature/steeping time) and memory function 
• 1 programme with temperature selection for heating water 
• quick-start button (100 °C) for boiling water 
• electronic temperature regulation 50 °C – 100 °C
• steeping time extendable up to 10 minutes 
• 30 minutes keep-warm function 
• high-quality jug made of heat- and shock-proof Borosilicate glass  

(usable volume 1.2 litres) 
• fine mesh stainless steel tea infuser, removable 
• base unit with high quality glass surface 
• 360° base unit – glass jug can be placed all around,  

ideal for right and left handers 

Type: TA 2000
Colour: stainless steel/glass
Power: 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 22.4 x 17.5 x 28 cm
EAN 4001797 209207
PU 2
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 AUTOMATIC PRESERVING  
 COOKERS 
 KA 1800  •  KA 1801
Convenient preservation – very popular again 

• superior, hard-wearing pot with acid-resistant 2-layer enamelling and  
stainless steel rim

• capacity: 27 l or 14 jars containing 1 l each
• infinitely variable temperature regulation
• juice-extraction setting (with accessory EA 1803)
• integrated precision thermostat for a constant temperature
• heat-insulated handles, removable lid
• closed pot bottom for easy cleaning
• pilot lamp, overheating protection, cord take-up

Including:
• grid insert

KA 1800 · Automatic preserving cooker

KA 1801 · Automatic hot punch/preserving cooker
• with outlet tap

Perfect for heating and serving hot beverages.

Type: KA 1800 KA 1801
Colour: white/blue white/blue 
Power: 230 V · 1800 W 230 V · 1800 W
Dimensions 46 x 36.5 x 49 cm 46 x 41.5 x 49 cm
EAN 4001797 440006 4001797 441003
PU 1 1

since 

1928

KA 1801

KA 1800 enjoyfruits
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KA 1802

 FULLY-AUTOMATIC  
 PRESERVING COOKERS 
 KA 1802  •  KA 1804 
Professional preservation – fruit, vegetables and more are reliably canned

• superior, hard-wearing pot with acid-resistant 2-layer enamelling and  
stainless steel rim

• capacity: 27 l or 14 jars containing 1 l each
• infinitely variable temperature regulation
• juice-extraction setting (with accessory EA 1803)
• integrated precision thermostat for a constant temperature
• automatic cooking system for autonomous control of the preserving procedure
• 120-minute timer, continuous operation setting
• heat-insulated handles, removable lid
• closed pot bottom for easy cleaning
• pilot lamp, overheating protection, cord take-up

Including:
• grid insert

KA 1802 · Fully-automatic preserving cooker

KA 1804 · Fully-automatic hot punch/preserving cooker
• with outlet tap

Type: KA 1802 KA 1804
Colour: white/blue white/blue 
Power: 230 V · 1800 W 230 V · 1800 W
Dimensions 46 x 36.5 x 49 cm 46 x 41.5 x 49 cm
EAN 4001797 442000 4001797 443007
PU 1 1

since 

1928

KA 1804

 AUTOMATIC PRESERVING  
 COOKERS 
 KA 2000/E  •  KA 2001/E  •  KA 2004/E
Smart preservation – a popular trend, always in vogue

• superior, easy-care and robust pot made of brushed stainless steel
• capacity: 27 l or 14 jars containing 1 l each
• infinitely variable temperature regulation
• juice-extraction setting (with accessory EA 1803)
• integrated precision thermostat for a constant temperature
• heat-insulated handles, removable lid
• closed pot bottom for easy cleaning
• pilot lamp, overheating protection, cord take-up

Including:
• grid insert

KA 2000/E · Automatic preserving cooker

KA 2001/E · Automatic hot punch/preserving cooker
• with outlet tap

KA 2004/E · Fully-automatic hot punch/preserving cooker
•  automatic cooking system for autonomous control of the preserving procedure
• 120-minute timer, continuous operating setting
• with outlet tap

Type: KA 2000/E KA 2001/E KA 2004/E
Colour: stainless steel/black stainless steel/black stainless steel/black 
Power: 230 V · 1800 W 230 V · 1800 W 230 V · 1800 W
Dimensions 46 x 36.5 x 49 cm 46 x 41.5 x 49 cm 46 x 41.5 x 49 cm
EAN 4001797 440105 4001797 441409 4001797 443205
PU 1 1 1

KA 2001/EKA 2000/E

KA 2004/E
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 VACUUM SEALER 
 VAC 110
Clever vacuuming – excellent performance,  
top features and a fancy design

• casing made of first-class, easy-care synthetic material
• excellent, high-performance piston pump, max. performance 9 litres/minute
• fully automatic suction and sealing in one working step
• robust sealing seam
• individual suction and manual sealing for pressure-sensitive foods
• 2 pump speeds, 2 sealing times
• suitable for foils and bags up to 30 cm width and for vacuuming containers
• hose port for vacuuming in containers
• operation via touch keys
• pilot lamps
• safe stand, space-saving storage

Including:
• 5 plastic bags, foil roll
• vacuuming hose

Keeps foor fresh up to 5 times longer.

Type: VAC 110

Product video

Colour: white/black
Power: 230 V · 110 W
Dimensions 36 x 15.5 x 7.5 cm
EAN 4001797 820105
PU 4

 VACUUM SEALER 
 VAC 155 Smarty Plus
Preserving flavours, keeping freshness, portioning in a clever way and 
working economically

• casing made of first-class, easy-care plastic material
• superior, powerful piston pump, max. 9 litres/minute
• fully-automatic vacuuming and sealing in one step
• robust sealing seam
• “MAN SEAL” function: manually adjustable sealing
• suitable for foils and bags with a width up to 30 cm and vacuuming containers
• hose port for vacuuming in containers
• patented protection of the pump against moisture
• removable bottom part is dishwasher-proof
• pilot lamp
• cord compartment

Including:
• 5 plastic bags
• vacuum hose
• foil cutter

Type: VAC 155
Colour: white
Power: 230 V · 140 W
Dimensions 38.5 x 11 x 10.5 cm
EAN 4001797 828002
PU 6

9 l/min

9 l/min

48
up to 30 cm
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 VACUUM SEALER 
 VAC 285
Robust and powerful – but gentle to foods

• housing made of high-quality, easy-care plastic material
• convenient one-hand operation – effective and safe
• suitable for long-term operation without intermediate pauses
• high-performance piston pump, approx. 9 litres/minute
• fully-automatic vacuum-sealing in one working step, 2 sealing times 
• individual vacuuming with manual sealing possible
• firm sealing seam, thickness 2.5 mm
• electronic temperature monitoring of the sealing seam
• for foils up to 30 cm width and for vacuuming containers 
• hose port for vacuuming in containers 
• inspection window, status display of work process
• integrated cord take-up, 4 non-slip rubber feet

Including:
• 10 foil bags
• cutter, vacuuming hose

Clever consuming & budgeting: take advantage of bulk buying and bargains.
An air suction of 97 % keeps foods fresh up to 5 times longer. 
For daily use in small and big households. 
For anglers & hunters, for semi-professional gastronomy use. 
Well suited to sous vide cooking, a trend of the award-winning cuisine.

 VACUUM SEALER 
 VAC 485
Vacuuming like a pro – easy & intelligent 

• housing made of high-quality, easy-care plastic material
• convenient one-hand operation – effective and safe
• suitable for long-term operation without intermediate pauses
• high-performance piston pump, approx. 15 litres/minute
• firm double sealing seam, thickness 2.5 mm each
• electronic temperature monitoring of the sealing seam
• fully-automatic vacuum-sealing in one working step, 2 sealing times 
• individual vacuuming and manual sealing possible for pressure-sensitive foods
• for foils up to 30 cm width and for vacuuming containers 
• integrated roll compartment including cutting device 
• hose port for vacuuming in containers
• inspection window, status display of work process
• integrated cord take-up, 4 non-slip rubber feet

Including:
• 10 foil bags
• cutter
• vacuuming hose

Type: VAC 285
Colour: black/silver
Power: 230 V · 110 W
Dimensions 42.5 x 18.5 x 12 cm
EAN 4001797 821102
PU 2

Type: VAC 485

Product video

Colour: black/silver
Power: 230 V · 140 W
Dimensions 45.5 x 26.5 x 12 cm
EAN 4001797 825209
PU 2

For one-handed operation 

issue 5.201915 l/min

iss
ue

 0
3.

20
19

Extra-strong double 
sealing seam

Integrated roll compartment 
including cutting device

9 l/min

issue 2.2019

issue 2.2019
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 VACUUMING SYSTEM 
 VAC 500 Champ
Fully-automatic & professional – an exclusive vacuuming system,  
perfectly qualified for all ranges of use 

• casing made of first-class, easy-care plastic material
• superior powerful double piston pump, max. 18 litres/minute
• fully-automatic vacuum-sealing in one working step
• individual vacuum-sealing for pressure-sensitive food
• manual sealing, also for making bags
• marinating programme, 2 pump rates, 3 sealing times
• robust sealing bar for a fi rm 3 mm seam
• suitable for foils and bags with a width up to 30 cm and for vacuuming containers
• hose port for vacuuming containers
• LED-display, illuminated inspection window, pilot lamps
• patented locking system
• integrated roll compartment including cutting device 
• vacuum chamber is removable and dishwasher-proof
• separate accessory box, cord storage

Including:
• 5 plastic bags, 1 foil roll
• vacuum hose
• foil cutter

 ACCESSORIES FOR  
 VACUUM SEALERS 
 ORIGINAL CONTAINERS & FOILS
Convenient and extremely robust – for the modern way of stock keeping

• foils made of food safe 2-layer material
• maximum protection against freezer burn
• robust, patented quality, extremely tear-resistant
• high, direct suction effect due to impressed air ducts
• best material properties for unbroken, air-tight and firm sealing seams
• can be heated up to 100 °C, also perfect for sous vide cooking
• for storage in refrigerator and freezer
• for heating in hot water and microwave
• washable (also in the dishwasher) and reusable

Type: VAC 500
Colour: stone grey/anthracite
Power: 230 V · 130 W
Dimensions 44 x 25 x 11 cm
EAN 4001797 825100
PU 2

Rolls and bags

Square containers Universal lids and 
bottle cap

Clear containers

Tinted and clear containers

issue 3.2014

Tinted containers for microwave, 
refrigerator and freezer with lid

Clear containers for pantry,  
refrigerator and freezer with lid

VCR 150 · round 1.5 l 
VCR 250 · square 2.5 l 
VCR 600 · round set 2 / 4 l

VCK 150 · round 1.5 l 
VCK 525 · round set 0.75 / 1.5 / 3 l

Square containers for microwave, refrigerator and freezer,  
lid with date display

VCC 100 · 1.0 l VCC 150 · 1.5 l

Universal lids Bottle caps

VDU 100 · small 100 mm Ø 
VDU 125 · large 125 mm Ø

VFS 2 · set of 2 pieces

Rolls Bags
VRS 1560 · 2 à 15 x 600 cm  
VRS 2060 · 2 à 20 x 600 cm  
VRS 3060 · 2 à 30 x 600 cm

VBS 203 · 50 à 20 x 30 cm  
VBS 304 · 50 à 30 x 40 cm

18 l/min

50
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DA 1000

DA 900

XXL

issue 11.2019

issue 10.2019

 DEHYDRATORS 
 DA 900  •  DA 1000
Healthy and full of nutritive substances – 100 % natural 

• stable double-walled stainless steel casing
• convenient operating front with touch control sensors 
• LED-display, 24 hour timer, automatic switch-off with signal tone
• very quiet, even heat distribution on all levels
• temperature adjustable from 35 °C to 75 °C 
• electronic temperature control, overheating protection 
• extra-long power cord (1.9 m), integrated cord take-up
• practical lateral grips

DA 900
• with 6 robust dehydration trays made of stainless steel (30 x 33.5 cm)
• large dehydration area 0.6 m²
• 1 dehydration grid and 1 dehydration pad  (BPA free)

DA 1000
• with 10 robust dehydration trays made of stainless steel (39.5 x 39.5 cm)
• extra-large XXL dehydration area 1.6 m²
• 2 dehydration grids and 2 dehydration pads  (BPA free)

Gentle conservation of fruits, vegetables, herbs, mushrooms, meat, fish … 
As a snack, as ingredients for yoghurt and muesli, for fruit chips nibbles, as  
condiment for the healthy cuisine, for toppings and refinements. 

Type: DA 900 DA 1000
Colour: stainless steel/black stainless steel/black 
Power: 230 V · 600 W 230 V · 1000 W
Dimensions 34 x 46.5 x 31.5 cm 43 x 55.5 x 41.5 cm
EAN 4001797 462008 4001797 465009
PU 1 1

 DEHYDRATOR 
 DA 750  •  DE 100
Desiccation & dehydration – simple and gentle preserving with hot air

DA 750
• casing made of first-class plastic material
• transparent lid with heater fan 
• 4 dehydration shelves made of superior plastic material, easy to clean
• power selection in 3 levels
• 12-hour timer with automatic switch-off
• overheating protection
• can be used with up to 8 dehydration shelves

DE 100
• 2 dehydration shelves as add-on kit

Fruit, vegetables, mushrooms and herbs dehydrate evenly in the hot air stream, 
completely without any preserving agents. Vitamins, nutriments and minerals get 
preserved, flavouring substances concentrate. Perfect for making dried ingredients 
for cereals, soups, sauces, teas and snacks, but also for natural decorating materials 
made of dried fruits etc.

Type: DA 750 DE 100
Colour: white white
Power: 230 V · 700 W –
Dimensions 35.5 x 34.5 x 33.5 cm 34 x 34 x 5.8 cm
EAN 4001797 460004 4001797 461001
PU 2 1

DA 750

DE 100 • 2 dehydration 
shelves as add-on kit

issue 5.2011

issue 9.2017
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 CITRUS JUICER  
 ZP 40
Naturally fit – strengthen the body’s defences thanks  
to freshly pressed vitamins

• casing made of first-class, easy-care plastic material
• removable, clear juice container with scaling for 1 l volume
• low-noise motor
• easy switching on/off via press cone
• right/left drive for optimum juice output
• separate adjustment of the pulp concentration
• integrated cord take-up
• removable parts are dishwasher-proof

Including:
• 2 press cones for large and small fruits
• top cover

issue 5.2013

Type: ZP 40
Colour: white
Power: 230 V · 40 W
Dimensions 23 x 16 x 22 cm
EAN 4001797 855008
PU 6

burst of
freshness52
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 CITRUS JUICER  
 ZP 60/E
Homemade juices from healthy citrus fruits 

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• powerful, low-noise motor
• easy on/off switching via press cone 
• removable, robust stainless steel strainer, easy to clean
• direct juice supply via fold-out spout
• drip-stop
• integrated cord take-up 
• 4 non-slip rubber feet
• detachable parts dishwasher proof

Including:
• each 1 press cone for large and small fruits
• dust protection cover

Rich in vitamins – freshly squeezed in next to no time.
Elegantly shaped – very convenient in daily use.

 CITRUS JUICER  
 ZP 85/E
Healthy treat – quickly pressed citrus fruits  
for the daily burst of freshness

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• powerful, low-noise motor
• easy switching on/off via press cone
• removable, robust stainless steel strainer, easy to clean
• direct juice supply via fold-out spout
• drip-stop
• integrated cord take-up
• removable parts are dishwasher-proof

Including:
• 2 press cones for large and small fruits
• top cover

Type: ZP 60/E

Product video

Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 100 W
Dimensions 17.5 x 16 x 25.5 cm
EAN 4001797 855206
PU 6

Type: ZP 85/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 85 W
Dimensions 20 x 22 x 23.5 cm
EAN 4001797 855107
PU 4

issue 5.2013

issue 1.2020
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 TABLE BLENDER  
 MX 200
Pure vitamins – daily fresh power drinks on the go 

• attractive casing with easy-care stainless steel
• up to 22.000 r.p.m.
• 2 level rotation speed regulation
• separate pulse function
• ”mix & go“ bottle (0.6 l) made of BPA-free plastic material
• 4-winged stainless steel blade, internal safety system
• integrated safety system: protection against accidental use
• completely dismountable for easy cleaning
• flexible usage: wide range of accessories available

Obtainable accessories:
• solid glass jug with scales 

MB 08/G: contents 0.8 l 
- removable cover with refill opening

• ”mix & go“ bottles 
MB 03: contents 0.3 l 
MB 06: contents 0.6 l
- made of BPA-free plastic material
- lid with ONE-Klick cover flap

 TABLE BLENDER  
 MX 250
Compact design –  an ideal kitchen help for small portions

• attractive casing with easy-care stainless steel
• up to 22.000 r.p.m.
• 2 level rotation speed setting
• separate ‘pulse’ level
• solid glass jug with scaling, for 0.8 l contents
• removable cover with refill opening
• 4-winged stainless steel blade, detachable
• integrated safety system: protection against accidental use
• completely dismountable for a very easy cleaning

Obtainable accessories:
• ”mix & go“ bottles 

MB 03: contents 0.3 l 
MB 06: contents 0.6 l
- made of BPA-free plastic material
- lid with ONE-Klick cover flap

Type: MX 250 MB 03 MB 06
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 350 W
Dimensions 16 x 12.5 x 33 cm
EAN 4001797 853301 4001797 853615 4001797 853622
PU 4 6 6

compact, quick
& multifunctional

180 °

Type: MX 200 MB 03
Colour: stainless steel 
Power: 230 V · 350 W
Dimensions 12.5 x 12.5 x 37 cm
EAN 4001797 853707 4001797 853615
PU 4 6

Type: MB 06 MB 08/G
EAN 4001797 853622 4001797 853639
PU 6 6

54
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 TABLE BLENDER  
 MX 350
Very practical for power drinks & delicious smoothies – also on the go

• attractive casing with easy-care stainless steel
• up to 23.000 r.p.m.
• 2 level rotation speed setting
• separate ‘pulse’ level
• solid glass jug with scaling, for 1.2 l contents
• removable cover with refill opening
• 4-winged stainless steel blade, detachable
• integrated safety system: protection against accidental use
• completely dismountable for a very easy cleaning
• integrated cord take-up

Including:
• ”mix & go“ blender jug, contents 0.6 l

- made of BPA-free plastic material
- lid with ONE-Klick cover flap

 TABLE BLENDER  
 MX 1205/R
Premium features, first-class and versatile –  
for cocktails, smoothies, shakes & more

• attractive casing with easy-care stainless steel
• up to 20.000 r.p.m.
• infinitely variable speed regulation
• separate function buttons: “Smoothie”, “Clean/Pulse”, “Ice Crush”
• solid glass jug with scaling for 1.8 l volume
• removable lid with refill opening
• 4-winged serrated blade made of stainless steel, detachable
• well-arranged, illuminated control panel
• integrated safety system: protection against accidental use
• completely dismountable for easiest cleaning

Including:
• assembling aid for demounting/mounting of the blade unit

Perfect for mixing, shaking and puréeing, for crushing ice, chopping and mincing.

Type: MX 350
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 350 W
Dimensions 20 x 15 x 35.5 cm
EAN 4001797 853608
PU 2

Type: MX 1205/R
Colour: metallic red
Power: 230 V · 1200 W
Dimensions 21 x 17.5 x 42 cm
EAN 4001797 853127
PU 2

cocktails
& smoothies
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 TABLE BLENDER  
 MX 1250 
Stylish design, first-class equipment – powerful in performance,  
versatile and efficient. 

• attractive casing with easy-care stainless steel
• up to 22.000 r.p.m.
• infinitely variable speed regulation
• separate function buttons: “Smoothie”, “Clean/Pulse”, “Ice Crush”
• solid glass jug with scaling for 1.75 l volume
• removable lid with refill opening
• 6-winged special blade made of stainless steel, detachable
• well-arranged, illuminated control panel
•  quadruple safety system:  

- utilisation only possible with lid closed 
- operation only possible with glass jar in correct position 
- overheating protection of the motor 
- GS safety approval (SGS)

• 4 large suction feet for a safe stand
• completely dismountable for easiest cleaning

Including:
• assembling aid for demounting/mounting of the blade unit

 HIGH-PERFORMANCE  
 BLENDERS  
 MXH 1510  •  MXH 1520 
A smart kitchen pro with high-speed - full power for smoothies & more 

• powerful 2 HP motor for up to 32.000 r.p.m.
• big rotary knob with LED-display
• 6 preset programmes
• individual setting of rotation speed and time
• separate function buttons: ”Pulse”, ”Ice crush”, ”Clean” 
• strong, highly-effective 6-winged stainless steel blade
• special blending jug of BPA-free plastic material, with scaling for 2 l contents, 

especially break-proof, impact- and heat-resistant
• detachable cover with refill opening
• integrated safety system: protection against accidental use
• 4 big rubber feet for a safe stand
• integrated cord take-up

Including:
• pusher for a safe refill

For crushing the walls of vegetable fruits and cells to release precious nutrients and 
minerals. Thus perfect for green smoothies.

issue 4.2016

issue 6.2015

Type: MX 1250
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 1200 W
Dimensions 22 x 18.5 x 44.2 cm
EAN 4001797 853134
PU 2

Type: MXH 1510 MXH 1520

Product video

Colour: green/silver white/black
Power: 230 V · 1500 W 230 V · 1500 W
Dimensions 24 x 23 x 54.5 cm 24 x 23 x 54.5 cm
EAN 4001797 853417 4001797 853424
PU 1 1

MXH 1520

MXH 1510

6-winged special blade made 
of stainless steel
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 JUICER  
 ES 800/E
Fresh & fruity – simply make tasty and vitamin-packed juices

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• powerful, low-vibration motor
• infinitely variable speed control
• soft start system: slow start to the set speed
• large filling hole for whole fruits (75 mm Ø)
• highly effective stainless steel grater with micro-mesh filter
• direct juice supply via stainless steel spout
• pulp container with base lock for 2 l contents
• 2 solid locking clamps
• integrated safety system: protection against accidental use
• 4 large rubber feet for a safe stand
• removable parts are dishwasher-proof

Including:
• juice jug with foam separator and scaling for 1.25 l contents
• cleaning brush

 JUICER  
 ES 850/E
For body & brain – healthy juices, made quickly and  
easily from fresh ingredients

• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• powerful, low vibration motor, for permanent operation up to 30 minutes
• clearly arranged LCD-display
• electronic control, 5 speed levels
• soft start function: gentle start up to the set speed level
• extra-large XXL filling hole (85 mm Ø) for whole fruits
• highly effective stainless steel grater with micro-mesh filter
• direct juice outlet via stainless steel spout
• 2 litre pulp container with lock
• 2 stable locking clamps
• integrated safety-system: protection against accidental use
• automatic cut-off in case of overheating
• 4 big rubber feet for a safe stand
• completely dismountable for easy cleaning

Including:
• juice jug with foam separator and scaling for 1.25 l contents
• cleaning brush

issue 4.2013

issue 5.2012

issue 4.2017

issue 7.2016

Type: ES 800/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 800 W
Dimensions 34 x 22 x 42 cm
EAN 4001797 851000
PU 2

Type: ES 850/E

Product video

Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 800 W
Dimensions 34.5 x 21.5 x 42.5 cm
EAN 4001797 851109
PU 2

Stainless steel grater 
for high juice output

Juice jug with 
foam separator

Extract  
big fruits

Extract whole 
fruits
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 STEAM JUICER 
 EE 1505
Steam juicing – for homemade healthy long-life juices

• complete appliance with integrated heating element and control unit
• superior, hard-wearing pot with acid-resistant 2-layer enamelling and stainless 

steel rim
• pot diameter: 28 cm 
• juice collecting vessel with 4 l volume
• fruit basket made of food safe plastic material with 10 l volume
• outlet tube and clamp
• integrated overheating and dry-boil protection
• heat-insulated handles, removable lid

Steam juicing and bottling right away – the traditional way of preserving juices.

 JUICE EXTRACTION TOP 
 EA 1803
The perfect equipment for making non-perishable, delicious juices

• equipment for juice extraction – suitable for all Rommelsbacher  
preserving cookers

• superior, hard-wearing juice collecting vessel with acid-resistant  
2-layer enamelling and stainless steel rim

• with adapter ring (35 cm Ø)
• fruit basket made of food safe plastic material with 15 l volume
• outlet tube and clamp
• heat-insulated handles

Direct bottling of hot juice in bottles and other vessels.

Type: EE 1505
Colour: white/blue
Power: 230 V · 1500 W
Dimensions 37.5 x 33.5 x 43.5 cm
EAN 4001797 451002
PU 1

Type: EA 1803
Colour: white/lightgrey
Power: –
Dimensions 46.5 x 41.5 x 28 cm
EAN 4001797 450005
PU 1

since 

1928

since 

1928

simple
juice extraction
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 HEAT-STORING  
 WARMING TRAY  
 WPS 857
Keeping-warm at the table without disturbing cord –  
shapely, practical, “Made in Germany”

• portable, free-standing heat-storing warming tray
• casing made of superior plastic material
• durable, easy-care heating surface made of brushed stainless steel
• only 8 minutes of heating-up time to 120 °C, thermostatic regulation 
• heat emission up to 60 minutes, without disturbing cord and  

independent of the mains
• detachable cord set
• pilot lamp
• overheating protection
• heating surface: 39.5 x 17 cm

Also practical for portable use on the trolley table and for eating outdoors, on the 
balcony or in the garden.

Type: WPS 857
Colour: stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 850 W
Dimensions 50.5 x 20.5 x 4.5 cm
EAN 4001797 392008
PU 3

since 

1928

HEATING UP & KEEPING WARM
Warming trays ......................................................59 – 60
Hot beverage dispensers ............................................ 60
Immersion heaters ....................................................... 61
Baby´s changing-table radiator .................................. 61
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 HOT BEVERAGE DISPENSERS  
 GA 1000  •  GA 1700
Convenient, energy saving & compact - the ideal companion for  
events and festivities 

•  superior, easy-care pot of double-wall stainless steel in brushed finish
• best heat insulation, safe and energy-saving in use
• infinitely variable temperature control
• separate on-off switch
• external level indicator and drip tray, detachable for easy cleaning
• metal outlet tap, dismountable for cleaning
• heat-insulated handles, detachable cover with locking
• closed inside pot bottom for easy cleaning
• pilot lamps, protection against boil dry and overheating

GA 1000
• 7 litre capacity or 28 cups à 250 ml

GA 1700
• 13 litre capacity or 52 cups à 250 ml

Ideal for heating and serving hot punch, spiced wine, coffee, tea and more!

Type: GA 1000 GA 1700
Colour: stainless steel/black stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 950 W 230 V · 1650 W
Dimensions 31.5 x 33.5 x 43.5 cm 37 x 39.5 x 49 cm
EAN 4001797 447005 4001797 447104
PU 2 2

GA 1700

28
GA 1000

52
GA 1700

 WARMING TRAYS  
 WPR 305/E  •  WPR 405/E
Whether at home or for festive events – this mobile warming tray  
”Made in Germany” shows style

• portable, free-standing warming tray
• superior, easy-care casing made of brushed stainless steel
• heat-strengthened safety float glass with integrated heating system for efficient 

heat distribution
• infinitely variable temperature via thermostat from ca. 40 °C to 105 °C
• on-off switch with pilot lamp
• 2 large, solid handles made of stainless steel
• space-saving upright storage
• suitable for gastronomy containers in 1/1 GN format 

WPR 305/E
• heating surface: 53 x 32.5 cm

WPR 405/E
• XXL-heating surface: 61 x 41 cm

For keeping warm at table or on the buffet. Quickly ready for service, versatile in 
use. The laterally positioned control elements make sure that several appliances can 
be lined up for a use side by side.

Type: WPR 305/E WPR 405/E
Colour: stainless steel stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 300 W 230 V · 400 W
Dimensions 64 x 34.5 x 5 cm 71.5 x 42.5 x 5 cm
EAN 4001797 523006 4001797 521002
PU 3 3

since 

1928

WPR 305/E

WPR 405/E

60
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 BABY´S CHANGING 
 TABLE RADIATOR  
 IW 604/E
Cosy warmth within seconds – reliable and safe

• quick infrared warmth without pre-heating time
• superior, easy-care casing of brushed stainless steel
• energy-saving quartz heating rod
• additionally covered by a protective hose – for more protection and safety
• silently as no air circulation
• practical pull switch for on-off switching
• with variably adjustable wall mounting
• splash-proof
• pilot lamp

Including:
• installation material

A safe top appliance of the baby care sector, which can also be used at every place 
where quick warmth is needed (bathroom, hobby room, patio, winter garden etc.). 

Type: IW 604/E
Colour: stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 600 W
Dimensions 54.5 x 13 x 12.5 cm
EAN 4001797 421005
PU 4

nice &
warm

issue 2.2012

 IMMERSION HEATERS  
 RT 350  •  RTG 351 
 TS 1001  •  TS 1502  •  TS 2003
Practical, quick and compact – immersion heaters for journey,  
home and office

• tubular heating element made of stainless steel
• heat-insulated handle with distance holder for safe handling
• overheating protection
• power cord with anti-kink sleeve

RT 350
• power: 350 W
• coloured zip case

RTG 351
• same as RT 350, but with tempered glass (200 ml)  

incl. practical grip ring

since 

1928

TS 1001
power: 1000 W

TS 1502
power: 1500 W

TS 2003
power: 2000 W

RT 350

RTG 351 
With  
tempered  
glass

TS 1001

Type: RT 350 RTG 351
Colour: stainless steel stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 350 W 230 V · 350 W
Dimensions 5 x 5 x 20 cm 5 x 5 x 20 cm
EAN 4001797 321015 4001797 321022
PU 12 12

Type: TS 1001 TS 1502 TS 2003
Colour: stainless steel stainless steel stainless steel
Power: 230 V · 1000 W 230 V · 1500 W 230 V · 2000 W
Dimensions 6.5 x 6.5 x 29 cm 6.5 x 6.5 x 29 cm 6 x 6 x 45 cm
EAN 4001797 331007 4001797 331106 4001797 331205
PU 12 12 12
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MZ 400 MZ 500

 MULTI CHOPPERS  
 MZ 400  •  MZ 500
Strong in performance – perfect in results

• powerful low-vibration motor 
• robust drive system: blade axle and motor coupling made of metal
• 4-winged special blade made of stainless steel, upper pair of blades detachable
• integrated safety-system: protection against accidental use
• detachable lid
• all detachable parts are dishwasher-proof

Including:
• non-slip pad
• blade protection

MZ 400
• stable glass bowl, neutral to taste and odour, for 1.0 l contents

MZ 500
• stable glass bowl, neutral to taste and odour, for 1.5 l contents

Wide range of applications – shredding, chopping, blending, pureeing …
Quick processing of onions, herbs, vegetables, fruits, nuts, meat & more.

Type: MZ 400 MZ 500
Colour: black/chrome brushed black/chrome brushed
Power: 230 V · 400 W 230 V · 500 W
Dimensions 18.5 x 16 x 22.5 cm 17.4 x 17.4 x 26 cm
EAN 4001797 854209 4001797 854308
PU 4 462

issue 4.2019

issue 4.2019

issue 07.2019
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 FOOD DESIGNER 
 FD 500 Perlino
Fanciful topping and serving – 
for chefs, barkeepers, caterers,  
who love to be experimental

• modern design housing made of matted plastic, BPA-free 
• 200 ml filling quantity, up to 500 jelly pearls/per minute
• integrated ingredients container
• 2 stainless steel nozzles for small and large jelly pearls
• on-off switch, removable power supply unit with 2 m power cord
• detailed instruction manual with many recipe ideas

Including:
• gelling-starterset

For molecular kitchen enthusiasts.

Available as accessory:
• Gelling-kit FDS 3, consisting of: 

- 40 g gelling starch (sodium alginate) 
- 70 g gelling salt (calcium chloride) 
- 25 g acidity regulator (sodium citrate)

Type: FD 500 FDS 3

Product video

Colour: matt black –
Power: 230 V · 6 W –
Dimensions 9.5 x 8 x 25.3 cm –
EAN 4001797 900043 4001797 900050
PU 4 12
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Thrill your  
            guests!

 Put the gelling starch into  
 the liquid and mix. 
 
 Fill the Perlino with the  
 gelling mixture.

 Prepare the gelling bath by  
 using water and gelling salt.

 Press the button and  
 produce jelly pearls into  
 the gelling bath. 
 
 Remove pearls from the  
 gelling bath.

 Rinse jelly pearls in clear  
 water for a short while.
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 ELECTRIC KNIFE  
 EM 120
The perfect cut – cut evenly and straight without effort

• ergonomic housing
• easy and safe handling
• powerful low-vibration motor
• main switch with safety circuit
• easy release of the blades
• usable blade length: 17.5 cm
• hanging loop
• sets of blades suitable for dishwasher

Including:
• stainless steel blade set with fine teeth, incl. finger protection
• stainless steel blade set with rough teeth, incl. finger protection

Perfect for cutting bread, pastry, cake, meat, frozen food etc.

 ELECTRIC KNIFE  
 EM 150
Perfect for daily use – ideal for cutting bread, cakes, meat, poultry

• ergonomic handle
• easy and safe handling
• silent low-vibration motor
• convenient power button
• easy release of the blades
• usable blade length: ca. 15 cm
• sets of blades suitable for dishwasher

Including:
• stainless steel blade set with fine teeth, incl. finger protection
• stainless steel blade set with rough teeth, incl. finger protection

The fine-toothed blade set is perfect for gently cutting sensitive foods. The rough-
toothed blades are most suitable for cutting harder or frozen food.

Whether in the kitchen, for barbecue or at the buffet – the electric knives from 
Rommelsbacher grant a convenient and straight cutting.

Type: EM 120
Colour: white 
Power: 230 V · 120 W
Dimensions 49 x 5.5 x 6.5 cm
EAN 4001797 850003
PU 6

Type: EM 150
Colour: black 
Power: 230 V · 120 W
Dimensions 43 x 6 x 10.5 cm
EAN 4001797 850102
PU 6

issue 2.2019

safe
handling
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 MULTI GRATER  
 MR 6
Useful battery operation – cordless and flexible use wherever needed. 
For grating hard cheese, nuts, baking chocolate and much more...

• power battery (NiMH) with 1,800 mAh performance for long run time
• stainless steel grater drum, removable for easy cleaning
• grater drum compartment with lid, for a hygienic storage and transport 
• ergonomic handle for a safe feeding
• convenient on-off push button with integrated safety switch

Including:
• separate charger with power cord

Independent of any wall socket, this attractive appliance can be used directly at the 
table, e.g. for grinding hard cheese freshly onto the pasta dish or rasping chocolate 
over your sundae. There is a small lid for closing the drum compartment, so that 
residues cannot fall out. High ease of use, which grants much fun at the table!

 TIN OPENER  
 DO 65
For a safe and quick opening of tin cans

• attractive casing with easy-care stainless steel
• for tin cans up to 850 g
• automatic start-stop function
• magnetic lid holder
• robust, detachable blade made of stainless steel
• integrated bottle opener and knife-sharpener
• practical cord storage

Opening tin cans quickly and safely, undoing crown caps,  
keeping household knives sharp

issue 11.2017

Type: MR 6
Colour: white 
Power: 2.4 V · 6 W
Dimensions 24.5 x 11.5 x 9 cm
EAN 4001797 840004
PU 4

Type: DO 65
Colour: stainless steel/black
Power: 230 V · 60 W
Dimensions 13.5 x 13.3 x 22.4 cm
EAN 4001797 858108 
PU 4

issue 08.2018

battery operatio
n

open
with ease
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issue 4.2017

issue 2.2019

There are many rewards for quality and design that affirm the excellent working 
of the complete team. Each single logo is a proof for us that our products and 
the trade mark ROMMELSACHER are going down well also with the consumers 
and that people appreciate our high quality standard. 

“We attach great importance to the fact that our brand values like quality, 
reliability and a strong customer focussing are not only communicated, but 

get also implemented and put into practice stringently.”, said Mrs. Sigrid Klenk, 
managing director of the ROMMELSBACHER ElektroHausgeräte GmbH.

We are meeting this challenge with great pleasure and get excited even 
more when our efforts get recompensed by so many excellent rewards.  
See a selection of our rewards below.

EXCELLENT ELECTRICAL HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

issue 7.2018

issue 1.2019

issue 9.2014

issue 06.2019
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More information on  
  
 
see:  

rommelsbacher.de  
rommelsbacher.blog  
or follow our social media 
channels

SUSTAINABILITY – MORE THAN MERE ECOLOGY!
We understand sustainability as a holistic approach, a composition of ecology, 
economy and social responsibility. ROMMELSBACHER is one of the very few 
enterprises in the electrical household sector who is manufacturing in Germany. 
Materials and components are mainly purchased from local partners. 

We attach great importance to the fact that customers may experience a 
longstanding and trouble-free usage of our products, pursuant to our motto 
“pure cooking pleasure”. And just in case, we are keeping a stock of  
spare and wear parts for our products for years to come, as they can be repaired 
with simple tools. Even returned appliances get a second life cycle after a 
thorough check. 

Establishing new buildings and doing some renovation work in the year 
2015, brought our enterprise up to date with the latest energetic technology. 
Also the workplaces of our staff were ergonomically and ecologically optimized. 

Our use of renewable energy systems, like photovoltaics and a block heating 
station, is already a good contribution to ecology. In 2020 we head for a 
climate-neutral production in our works in Dinkelsbühl by utilizing further 
resources for an ecological production of electricity. 

We develop and distribute appliances that are meant for producing healthy 
and rich dishes and which comply with a sustainable handling of food. To 
emphasise are e.g. our vacuuming systems, which prolong the shelf life of 
foods quite a lot. Also our oil press OP 700 “Emilio” is worth to be mentioned, 
as it is not only possible to make cold-pressed oil from seeds and kernels but 
even the remaining oil cake can be used for preparing healthy dishes. And 
our spiralizer EGS 80 “Gnudel” got the ‘Eat healthy’-Award.

We recently got the grade for “Trusted Sustainability”, which makes us very 
happy. But we do not consider it to be a final confirmation, however, to be 
the starting shot for a constant monitoring how we can improve.
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INTERNATIONAL
SALES AGENCIES

Rudolf-Schmidt-Str. 18 · 91550 Dinkelsbühl · Germany 
phone +49 9851/57 58 0 · fax +49 9851/57 58 57 59  
www.rommelsbacher.de · info@rommelsbacher.de · export@rommelsbacher.de 
reg. court Ansbach HRB-Nr. 77 · managing directors: Sigrid Klenk, Willi Klenk

Czech Republic + Slovakia Privest s.r.o. 
phone + 420-241-410 819
fax + 420-241-410 688
info@privest.cz

Na Zlatnici 301/2
14700 Praha 4
Czech Republic

Luxembourg Zuang Distribution S.A.
phone + 352-37 20 44 201
fax + 352-37 20 44 280
zuang@grlou.com

5, rue du Château d’ 
Eau 3364 Leudelange 
Luxembourg

Russia Comfort Max, LLC 
phone +7-495-921 02 88
www.rommelsbacher-bt.ru 
www.comfort-max.ru

Rubtsovskaya Emb., 3, p. 1, of 1101  
105082, Moscow 
Russia

The Netherlands J. Lensen Huishoud BV
phone + 31-79-363 42 42
fax + 31-79-360 08 15
informatie@jlensen.nl

Platinastraat 84 
2718 RX Zoetermeer 
The Netherlands

Singapore Beste (S) Pte Ltd 
phone + 65-6455-0005
fax + 65-6455-4010
info@beste.com.sg

6 Tagore Drive  
#03-04 Tagore Building 
SINGAPORE 787623 
Singapore

South Korea Sun Woo Ind. Co. Ltd
phone + 82-31-793 11 72
fax + 82-31-793 11 76
info@e-sunwoo.com

51, Gogol-ro 226beon-gil, Hanam-si, 
Gyeonggi-do 
Korea 13021

Sweden Stayhot AB 
phone + 46-8-357 915
fax + 46-8-357 935
info@stayhot.se

Knistavägen 1B 
19162 Sollentuna 
Sweden

Thailand Verasu Group Ltd. 
phone + 662-254-8100-8
fax + 662-254-8109
askverasu@verasu.com

Lumpini Patumwan 83/7 
Wireless Road 10330 
Bangkok 
Thailand
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